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Use of Curriculum Design

participants remain actively engaged
throughout the course. Additional activities
may include asking participants questions about
the content, engaging them in sharing their
experiences with the content, encouraging
them to ask questions, and more.

Taken together, the curriculum designs in this
series provide an overarching plan for the
education of court managers; this overarching
plan constitutes a curriculum. Individually, each
curriculum design and associated information
provide faculty with resources and guidance for
developing courses for court managers.

Faculty Resources
Faculty Resources provide written information
and/or graphics that support certain content
and may also be used as handouts for
associated topics in the Educational Content.
Faculty Resources are a combination of
resources referenced within the Educational
Content and recreations of those images
embedded in the Educational Content as
sample images that could be used as handouts
and/or in PowerPoint slides. They may be
used in any course, but their applicability and
use need to be determined by faculty, based on
the topics, length of the course, audience, and
other factors. Faculty Resources often include
examples of documentation and other data that
are time-based. Faculty members are
encouraged to update time-based material as
well as use material that is specific to the
presentation and/or audience. As with
participant activities, faculty are encouraged to
provide additional materials based on the needs
of the participants.

The designs are based on the NACM Core®.
Each of the curriculum designs, organized by
thirteen competencies, may be used either in its
entirety or in segments to meet the needs of
the individual circumstance or situation, the
particular audience, and time constraints,
among many other contextual factors.
Each curriculum design includes a series of
learning objectives and educational content to
support those learning objectives. Associated
information for each curriculum design
includes: (1) faculty resources, (2) participant
activities, and (3) a bibliography. Each faculty
resource and participant activity includes
information explaining its use. Also included in
each design is a section entitled “Special Notes
to Faculty,” which provides important
information to assist faculty in effectively
preparing to design and deliver a course, and a
section entitled “Target Audience,” which
provides some guidance on which audiences
are most appropriate for the curriculum design.

Bibliography
While a bibliography may be viewed as optional
by faculty, they are often important adult
learning tools, foster reflection, and offer
sources follow to up research and study.

Participant Activities
Participant activities have been designed to
measure whether the learning objectives have
been achieved. Participant activities include
many types of group and individual interaction.
Information on participant activities includes
how to use, direct, and manage each activity.
Instructions may be modified for the audience
and setting, but the highest goal is to integrate
each activity into the learning process and the
content of the course. Faculty should
incorporate additional activities to ensure that

Needs Assessment
A needs assessment gathers information about
the participants’ proficiency on the topic of the
session. Without a needs assessment, you may
provide content participants cannot or will not
use, or already know, or that fails to satisfy their
expectations.
1
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NACM Core® Reference

Assessing needs enables you to choose and
deliver content with much greater accuracy.
Conducting a needs assessment before your
presentation may include a written survey or
focus group discussion; and/or at the beginning
of your presentation, you may conduct an
informal question and answer exercise or a
short pre-test.

Competency: Operations
Management
Courts are complex organizations, which are
comprised of an array of departments, units
and functions that need to be maintained on an
on-going basis to support court operations.
Although court leaders may not need to
perform all of the various functions,
organizational and management competencies
should be developed to support whatever
functions may be required

Using surveys or focus groups in advance of a
course is preferred as it provides you the
opportunity to adapt and adjust your
presentation to your audience in advance of the
actual course. However, it is also advisable to
use some time at the beginning of your
presentation to seek information about your
audience.

Learning Objectives
The following learning objectives are designed
for an introductory course on Operations
Management. Within this competency there are
seventeen competency elements. The types of
support operations vary, and include
management and direction of such things as
public access, specialty courts, juries, defense
attorney appointment, dispute resolution
services, and emergency preparedness. Each
one of these elements constitutes a discipline
within itself, and could be the subject of a
stand-alone comprehensive course. These
disciplines are therefore provided in summary
fashion here; court leaders are encouraged to
continue research and learning within each area
and based upon job responsibilities.

Whether you are able to conduct a needs
assessment prior to the day of the session or
not, the goal is to determine the essential
knowledge, skills, and abilities the court
managers who will be attending the session
must have to perform their duties competently.
Two key areas to explore are as follows:



What level of knowledge, skills, and
abilities do the participants currently
have about the topic?



What gaps in their knowledge would
they like to close?

Questions enable the faculty member to make
necessary adjustments to meet learning needs.
If you find out that participants are much more
knowledgeable about your topic than you had
thought, you can adapt your presentation to a
higher-level discussion. If you find that they are
less knowledgeable, you can adapt your
presentation to be more basic.

As a result of this education, participants will be
able to:
1.

Identify individual learning needs for
the elements within the Operations
Management competency.
2. Gain familiarity with the competencies
within Operations Management.
3. Describe the relationship of the Operations
Management elements with regards to

2
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

constitutional and due process
requirements for court litigants and users.
Create and produce a program plan for a
specialty court, to include program goals
and objectives, partners and collaborators
needed, and measurable program
outcomes.
Identify expectations and needs of selfrepresented litigants (SRL) and draft an SRL
Policy for your court.
Evaluate the priority or critical court
operations necessary should there be a
business interruption or emergency, and list
preliminary steps and actions needed for
business continuity.
Assess which performance measures or
metrics are needed to document and report
on the business outcomes of the
Operations Management elements.
Identify the impact and relevance of all
other Core competencies in the Principle,
Practice and Vision modules.
Construct a personal action plan, to include
a priority listing of Operations Management
elements for your court’s executive
leadership team to address and/or research
for implementation or enhancement.

varies significantly, depending on court
jurisdiction (e.g., appellate, general, limited,
administrative), whether the court is federal,
state, local or tribal; and the unique way(s)
individual courts are organized and operate.
Regardless of the nature of the court, (urban or
rural, large or small, general or limited
jurisdiction, specialty or problem solving,
federal, tribal, administrative, international)
these Operations Management elements are
vital and court leaders will have some level of
responsibilities.

Special Notes to Faculty
The course content is intended to span a total
of 15-16 contact hours. Content is intended to
be sufficiently flexible to allow faculty to select
learning objectives and content appropriate for
the timeframe, if the course is less than 15-16
hours, or to meet the needs of a specific group
of learners.
Before delivering a course on the Operations
Management competency, faculty should
obtain information about several aspects of
attendee knowledge and needs, e.g.:

Target Audience



This curriculum design is provided for a broad
audience. It is intended to provide content for
elected and appointed judicial officers (judges),
court managers, unit and division managers,
staff with court wide or departmental
responsibilities, or for those who aspire to
move to senior court leadership. It is also
intended to be appropriate for any jurisdiction
and type of court.





Court leaders must manage and support
complex environments, which are comprised of
an array of departments, units and functions
that need to be maintained on an on-going
basis to support court operations. The range
and nature of these functions and activities

The type of court in which the attendee
works, for example, general or limited
jurisdiction, large or small, urban or rural,
special or tribal court, and broad or narrow
case types;
The position and responsibilities held by
each student;
Specific or unique services provided by the
attendee’s court; and,
Any particular challenges or emerging
issues occurring within attendee’s court.

While not all attendees will seek the same
breadth of knowledge on all the elements with
the Operations Management competency
(based upon their job responsibility or areas of
interest), all participants will benefit from
becoming familiar with the types and range of
3
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services and functions included in this
competency.
Within each element of the Operations
Management curriculum, content will address
specific operational details of the element,
followed by the important knowledge, skills and
abilities needed, and then any challenges and
opportunities related to the element.
Throughout this curriculum, symbols will be
used to indicate the type of content in the
subsequent section. These notes will assist
faculty in mapping and tracking where they are
within the curriculum content. Symbols and
signs will be designated in the following ways:
1.

High level content
area for the high level
grouping of elements

2. Desired knowledge,
skills and abilities
(KSAs)
3. Potential challenges
and opportunities

4
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Educational Content
Section 1 – Overview
Learning Objectives
As a result of this section, participants will be able to:
1.

Identify individual learning needs for the elements within the Operations Management
competency.

2. Gain familiarity with the competencies within the Operations Management competency.

1.1

About This Competency

Court leaders have significant expectations placed upon them. As noted in the NACM National
Agenda,1 “effective management of the courts requires a focus on all the essentials of court
management,” and it further notes that court leaders should enhance public opinions and
perceptions by “partnering with the community and other branches and governmental agencies.”
This competency contains areas that require that focus and collaboration.2 This competency also
contains areas of knowledge, skills and abilities that directly link to why courts exist. Professor Ernest
Friesen identified reasons courts exist as “Purposes of Courts,”3 which are summarized below.
Purposes of Courts

Do individual justice in individual cases
Be perceived to do individual justice in individual cases
Provide a forum for resolution of disputes
Protect the individual against arbitrary use of government power
Provide formal record of legal status
Deter criminal or unlawful behavior
Rehabilitate people convicted of crimes
Separate some convicted people from society
1.2

Competency Elements

As we consider the array of functions and services included in this competency, it is illustrative to
categorize these services in specific areas.

National Association for Court Management, National Agenda Priorities, adopted July 2015, available at:
https://nacmnet.org/sites/default/files/pdf/NationalAgendaBrochure_NEW2015-2020.pdf
2 Many court managers provided ideas and content for this competency. Two dear colleagues provided final review of
the content. The author expresses sincere appreciation for their assistance and contributions.
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saHb06PNadQ provided by American University and the Bureau of Justice
Assistance.
1
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Some of the elements within this competency are required by laws and statutes as part of the
constitutional due process and rights afforded for court parties (examples include access to a
jury trial or the appointment of defense counsel).
Some relate to specific services that a court may provide (probation services or specialty court
operations).
Still others relate to public access to the court, to information and records, and some relate to
the court’s ability to ensure the operational infrastructure is operational (business continuity
planning, and technology operations).
Interestingly, some of the functions and elements may not be operated directly by the court.
Court managers, however, need to be familiar with the nature of these operations.
The chart below depicts the Operations Management elements, grouped under categories
relating to their function.

SERVICES REQUIRED BY CONSTITUTION OR
FEDERAL REGULATIONS
Jury
Indigent Defense*
Foreign Language Access Services
Making the Verbatim Record

PROGRAMS AND SPECIAL SERVICES
Probation*
Special Court Ordered Services*
Alternative Dispute Resolution*
Problem Solving/
Specialty Dockets

Operations
Management
Competency

ACCESS AND DIRECT SERVICES
Court User Services*
Access for Persons with Disabilities
Courtroom Operations
Records
Filings, Fines, Fees, Collection, Exhibits*

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPPORT
Information Technology*
Continuity of Operations
Facilities Management*
Court Security*

Of note, items marked with an asterisk (*) indicate that, in some courts, the function or elements of
it may not be directly under the responsibility and supervision of a court, and may be delegated to
another entity or agency.
In this curriculum design, all Operations Management elements will be grouped under these four
content areas:




Services Required by Constitution or Federal Regulations,
Programs and special services,
Access and direct services, and
6
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Infrastructure and support.

Activity One – Introductions and Sharing About Attendee Job Responsibilities. Attendees will be
invited, either individually or working in teams, to introduce themselves, state their areas of interest
within Operations Management, and will note areas they want to focus on for learning and
development.

1.3

Integral Relationship of Operations Management to Other Competency Areas

When considering the full array of competencies with Operations Management, some observations
include:


There are linkages to skills and abilities from other competency areas (e.g. Public Trust and
Confidence, or Caseflow and Workflow);
There may be some overlap or duplication to knowledge contained in other areas; and
Excellence in Operations Management impacts competency in other areas.




The full listing of all of the NACM competencies is noted in the graphic below. It also indicates the
wide array of responsibilities for individuals leading courts, either directly or via delegation to others,
related to principles, practice and vision.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOR COURT
MANAGEMENT



Recognizing
diverse
competencies



Strengthening
the profession



Promoting
competency



Supporting
education
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Activity Two – In teams, select one key element within the Operations Management competency and
share your court’s policies and procedures and the challenges you face.

1.4

Performance Metrics for Operational Responsibilities

The Operations Management competencies are also related to and may be measured by the courtbased performance measures known as CourTools.4 All of the CourTools performance measures
inform us on how well a court is performing within its areas of operational responsibility:








Caseflow management
Records and files
Jury utilization
Financial and monetary enforcement
Court operational costs per case
Customer satisfaction, and
Court employee satisfaction

The chart below depicts the ten CourTools measure areas.

From: http://www.courtools.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CourTools/CourToolsOnline-Final.ashx

4

See CourTools at http://www.courtools.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CourTools/CourToolsOnline-Final.ashx.
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Section 2 – Services Required by Constitution or Federal Regulations
Learning Objective
As a result of this section, participants will be able to:
3. Describe the relationship of the Operations Management elements with regards to
constitutional and due process requirements for court litigants and users.

This first component of operational management includes those elements related
to access, constitutional and due process requirements of the judicial branch. This
section includes jury functions, indigent defense (or court appointed attorney)
services, foreign language interpreter services (or language access), and court
reporter/recordkeeping functions. Each of these areas ties directly to the court being able
to ensure access, due process, legal requirements and protections, for those who appear or
have a legal proceeding, before the court. As previously noted, other agencies may have
direct responsibility for carrying out the function of indigent defense.
2.1

Jury Functions

Jury operation is itself a court management specialization area. Full seminars have been given on jury
management and operational techniques. If the court conducts jury trials (not all courts do) a court
manager should be conversant on jury operational areas, including summoning or obtaining jurors
and then interacting and managing the jury ‘resource.’
Desired KSAs for Managing Jury Operations














Jury trial practices and patterns of use
Familiarity with federal and state constitutional requirements
Obtaining juror lists, summoning and using jurors
Interacting with jurors and assembly practices
Courtroom assignment and scheduling
Juror interaction, communications, and customer service aspects
Program oversight and monitoring
Program performance measures and statistics
Contract provisions, terms and costs
Technology and electronic processes5
Utilizing jury management/operations as a method of community outreach and education
Ensuring appropriate jury security (e.g., identity protection, parking, access)

Jury Program Steps

5

See Joint Technology Committee Jury Management Standards at
http://www.ncsc.org/~/media/Files/PDF/About%20Us/Committees/JTC/Jury_Management_System_Requirements_FI
NAL_12_16_14.ashx.

9
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The typical jury program processes include these high-level elements: 6









Preparing annual master lists and ensuring randomness in selection of jurors;
Summoning, qualifying and notifying prospective jurors;
Scheduling and selecting jurors for trials;
Handling requests for extension, excusal and deferral;
Managing automated jury management systems;
Processing payments;
Evaluating jury yield; and
Providing comfortable facilities for hosting jurors.

The chart below illustrates the sequence of these jury functions.

1. Source list

6. Calendar and
schedule
coordination

7. Courtroom
operations

2. Qualification
and summons

5. Utilization ,
assignment &
panel size,
backup/standby
jurors

8. Monitoring
and control

3. Excusal,
exemption,
deferral,
postponement

4. Assembly and
orientation

9. Outcomes,
yield,
performance
measures

The NCSC CourTools Measure #8 is one technique to assess the effectiveness of jury operations by
analyzing how many jurors show up after initial outreach or summons.7 The measure is an available
tool for court leaders. The methodology includes the worksheet below which instructs the jury
administrator to evaluate how many summons were sent, how many individuals were available to
appear on the current day, what the potential quantity is, and other factors such as undeliverable
mail. Ultimately, the measurement informs court leaders about how successfully jury summons are
being utilized.

Adapted from http://www.flcourts.org/core/fileparse.php/259/urlt/manual.pdf and
http://cdm16501.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/juries/id/0.
7 For CourTools measure #8, see the CourTools web site at
http://www.courtools.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CourTools/courtools_Trial_measure8_Effective_Use_Of_Jurors.as
hx.
6
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Potential Challenges and Opportunities in Managing Jury Operations
 Operating the system with maximum economies and efficiencies
 Maintaining currency with laws and provisions governing jury operations
 Working with and through others effectively to accomplish operational goals, such as judicial
officers with different authority or the hierarchy within court management
 Managing high profile cases
 Ensuring the jury pool appropriately reflects community diversity
 Keeping current with jury technologies
 Juror education and information programs

2.2

Indigent Defense Services

Indigent defense services are those constitutionally mandated legal services provided to criminal
defendants when they are indigent and accused of certain crimes. Typical program management
issues include:







Familiarity with attorneys’ qualifications,
Contracting with attorneys for appointments,
Payment structure including how invoices are submitted and approved,
Procedures for handling special requests for specific expenses such as expert witness or
investigative services,
Process to determine equal distribution of cases through contract terms to include rotation and
list management, and
What court needs to have ready or make available to determine indigency status.

This is a program area where the court may not be in direct control over the services, but must still
be familiar with and involved. Variations of defense services include:
11
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Private defense attorneys under contract with a court;
Private defense attorneys under contract with the county or municipality;
Individual attorneys under contract;
Appointment of an attorney for a single, special case or instance;
Pro bono representation by attorneys (e.g., family law attorneys);
Law firms, whereby specified attorneys within the firm are under contract;
Government/county/city departments with the indigent defense responsibility; and
Multiple defense agencies.

Desired KSAs for Managing Indigent Defense Services










Understanding that the role of public defense services is the court goal for due process
Familiarity with policies for the management of indigent defense services
Conducting primary appointment of indigent defense services
Utilizing appropriate review and assessment processes, forms and information to determine
indigency
Coordinating program oversight responsibility
Provision of appropriate pay schedules
Providing appointments in conflict situations
Oversight of defense attorney budget and payments

Typical Public Defense Contract Elements
Typical Elements of a Contract for Public Defense Services
 Court rules and policies on the appointment of indigent defense
 Listing of the types and nature of applicable cases or charges that qualify for quasi-indigent or
indigent defendants
 Attorney qualification, licensing and credentialing required
 Determination of indemnification and other liability insurances
 Criteria for attorney conflict of interest
 Agreement for automatic appointment or with review/consultation
 Definition of representation services and tasks
 Details about acceptable maximum caseload composition and size
 Fees and fee schedules
 Criteria for fee adjustments or requests for extraordinary circumstances
 Expectations of personal appearances
 Notation of special circumstances and expectations (e.g. evaluation of competency, language
needs)
 Delineation of who pays for costs, and at which point any are reimbursed by the court
 Conflicts of interest guidelines
 Rules for attorney withdrawal
12
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Expectations for attorney to keep and maintain case files, logs, records, documentation, time
sheets
Expected reporting and statistics to be provided by the defense attorney
Limitations on representation delegation or assignment to another attorney
Attorney billing timelines and guidelines
Contract administrator and contact point for questions or problems
Circumstances when appointments may be cancelled or suspended

One court has established core principles for the selection, retention, monitoring, compensation and
operation of court appointed counsel.8 Those principles are embedded within an administrative
order issued by the Presiding Judge. They are (summarized):
1.

The Court has a first and fundamental constitutional and statutory obligation to secure
competent legal representation and related services for indigent persons.

2. Attorneys and providers of related services will be selected and retained for court-appointment
based upon merit and will be administered by a standing Selection Committee.
3. When a person is entitled to court appointed counsel, an attorney will be appointed to represent
a particular person, not just represent a person in a particular matter, and an attorney will be
compensated for the entire engagement when an engagement is substantially completed.
4. Calculation of compensation will be objective, to the extent practical, such that a fee calculation
can be replicated by court staff and other contracting parties, and will generally consist of a flatfee (based upon the scope of the engagement) and an hourly rate for defined additional
services, if any.
5. For certain engagements, such as juvenile dependency litigation and matters involving
vulnerable persons, the Court may choose to retain counsel who will receive a significant portion
of such appointments on a priority basis and be compensated by a fixed monthly stipend.
6. Extraordinary cases, such as Class 1 felonies and other cases designated on a case-by-case basis
will be compensated by a straight hourly rate with a case schedule of work to be performed,
authorized time budget, and billing frequency, typically based upon milestones completed.
7. Engagements and standing assignments that are handled more efficiently by an hourly fee, such
as circumstances where a representation is of a brief duration, will have no flat-fee.
8. A claim for compensation or reimbursement must be submitted during a six-month claim period,
commencing when a claim may first be filed, which is generally after an engagement is
substantially completed, and a claim not submitted within six months shall be forfeited.
9. Reimbursement for costs will be limited to those expenditures approved in advance, but minor
costs are not separately reimbursable since such minor costs will be a consideration in
establishing the flat-fee and/or hourly fee.

Adapted from the Pinal County Superior Court, Florence, Arizona, administrative document detailing court
appointed attorney operations,
http://www.pinalcountyaz.gov/Departments/JudicialBranch/SuperiorCourtAdministration/Documents/ROUGH%20DR
AFT%20%20v6%20%2006152015.pdf.
8
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10. Productivity metrics will be used with meaningful data to assist in decision-making when
allocating court-appointment funds.
The American Bar Association has published a list of “Ten Principles of a Public Defense System.”9
Among those principles are:
1.

The public defense system, for selection, funding, payment should be independent from political
influence and judicial supervision.

2. The public defense should be comprised of both public and private defense attorneys, based
upon the size and workload.
3. Clients should be screened for eligibility as soon as feasible following arrest, detention and
request for counsel.
4. Defense counsel is provided sufficient time, space and privacy in which to meet with the client.
5. Defense counsel’s workload is sufficiently managed and controlled to permit quality
representation.
6. Defense counsel’s ability, training and experience should match the case complexity.
7. The same defense attorney continuously represents the client until case completion.
8. There is parity of resources between defense counsel and prosecution with respect to resources,
and defense should be considered an equal partner in the justice system.
9. Defense counsel is provided with and expected to attend continuing legal education.
10. Defense counsel is supervised and systematically reviewed for quality and efficiency in
adherence with national, regional and locally adopted standards.
Additional Instances for the Appointment of an Attorney
It is important to note that attorney appointments are not limited to criminal matters or to the trial
stage of a case. Not all are for those who may be indigent, but instead to ensure that required
protections and legal assistance occurs. Some courts provide for attorneys in additional case types,
including these examples:




In selected civil cases and upon court order;
In family, child support, juvenile, or other protective cases (estates, guardianship or conservator
cases) a guardian ad litem may be appointed for a person under age or under court protection;
and
Attorney appointments may also be needed, and occur during the appellate stage.

See American Bar Association
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/ls_sclaid_def_tenprinciple
sbooklet.authcheckdam.pdf.
9
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Potential Challenges and Opportunities in Managing Indigent Defense Services




Program oversight
Sufficient resources – attorneys willing to be under contract or appointed; staff to coordinate the
program
Budgetary provisions in support of the attorney program
Having and using clear criteria for attorney appointment
Clear delineation of how, when, and why case assignments are made





2.3

Foreign Language Access Services

The provision of foreign language services in court is directly linked to the public’s ability to have
access to justice. Language access is prescribed by Federal regulations and is governed by Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. § 2000d) and applicable Federal funding statutes such as
the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. §3789d(c)), which prohibits
national origin discrimination. Therefore, those with limited English proficiency (LEP) are ensured
meaningful access to services provided by recipients of federal funding.10 The access to competent
language access services also relates to one of the essential purposes of the courts – to do individual
justice, and be perceived to do individual justice in each case.11 Title VI is enforced by the US
Department of Justice, which has provided guidance that courts may wish to consider when
providing language access services.12
Provision of Language Access Services
It is important for a court leader to be aware of the demographics and needs of the court customers,
litigants and parties to a case for those with LEP. Where possible and practical, data can be collected
on the volumes and nature of language needs. One possible source of data is available from the US
Census Bureau, through the American Community Survey.13 It outlines by location those aged 5 and
older who speak English, less than very well. Another source of data is that provided by court
interpreters themselves. They can collect information about: requests for interpreter resources, by
type of language, courtroom (or location needed), and with information on the length of time for
those services. This is particularly useful for those languages not as common in the local area. They
are commonly called “languages of lesser diffusion languages,” (LLD L), rare languages, or are
sometimes referred to as exotic languages. An example of such a data report is noted below.

Sample Report: Lesser Use Languages with Interpreter Assigned
See http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/cor/coord/titlevistat.php.
See NACM CORE Principle on “Purposes and Responsibilities of Courts,”
http://nacmcore.org/competency/purposes-and-responsibilities/?module=principle.
10
11

12
13

http://www.lep.gov/final_courts_ltr_081610.pdf
http://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/
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Month and Year: xx/xx
Month/Day
July 1
July 2
July 9
July 10
July 14
July 14
July 14
July 15
July 16
July 28
July 28
July 30
July 30
July 30

Courtroom
2
2
5
3
1
3
7
2
2
7
4&3
1
2
7

Language
ASL
ASL
ASL
Somali
Somali
Hungarian
Arabic
Serbian
Farsi
Farsi
Somali
Somali
Farsi
Farsi

Time (Hours)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

An important component in the provision of language access services is correctly identifying the
language of those with LEP who come before the court. “I Speak…” cards14 allow an LEP individual
to indicate to an English-only speaker the language in which the person requires services. If an LEP
person cannot read or write, an interpreter may assist in identifying the language for which
assistance is required. Early identification of the correct language allows a court to anticipate needs
and plan how provide for them, thus reducing delay for both the court and LEP individual. Courts
may benefit from developing ways of identifying within case management systems when language
access services are required.
Language Access Plan
A Language Access Plan (LAP) outlines the policies and procedures in place for identifying the need
for language access services and for providing access to those with LEP. Depending on judicial
system structure, an LAP may be available on a statewide basis, by agency, or by locality. This
document may provide specifics about the sorts of language services available in court and
guidelines for their use. Spoken language access may be provided by foreign language interpreters
(e.g., in-person, over the phone, by video). Written language access may be provided by translations
(e.g., through signage, forms, individual documents related to a specific case). Interpreters and
translators may be required to possess qualifications or certification to provide services. The LAP
should contain practical methods for obtaining and qualifying language access resources. Court
leaders ideally should strive to make the LAP available for court staff. In areas where language
access services are commonly needed, training about the LAP may be fundamental for court
operations. Common LAP elements are included in the table below.

14

http://www.lep.gov/ISpeakCards2004.pdf
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Language Access Plan Elements15
1. Existing Services and Ongoing Need for Language Assistance Services
2. Court Rules
3. Implementation of the Language Access Plan
4. Quality Control of Language Assistance Services
5. Assigning Interpreters
6. Translated Materials
7. Notice of Language Assistance Services
8. Outreach and Collaboration with LEP Communities and Stakeholders
9. Monitoring, Updating, and Enforcing Compliance
10. Language Access Plan Review
11. Assessing Resources

Examples of actual Language Access Plans may be found at these two courts:



Scottsdale, Arizona, http://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/AssetFactory.aspx?did=42165, and
New York City, New York, http://www.nyc.gov/html/acs/downloads/pdf/lap_acs.pdf.

Desired KSAs for Managing Language Access Services

Among the primary skill areas for oversight of interpreter resources are:








Knowledge of and adherence to Federal regulations and state statutes, and any local rules or
administrative directives.
Awareness of and compliance with the provisions of the Language Access Plan (LAP);
Awareness of methods for interpreter certification and credentialing.
Knowledge of the different languages and technology requirements, including how to identify
and anticipate the need for a specific language (e.g., Spanish, German), or the need for sound
amplification system.
Knowledge of differences between spoken interpretation and written translation, and the
differences between the various interpretation modes, to include when each may be more
applicable given a specific situation. Knowledge of varying sources for language access services
(e.g., staff interpreters, over the phone or video interpretation, per diem, vendors, or part time
services).
The qualification and use of bilingual court employees for specific services.

See U.S., Department of Justice,
http://www.lep.gov/resources/courts/022814_Planning_Tool/February_2014_Language_Access_Planning_and_Tech
nical_Assistance_Tool_for_Courts_508_Version.pdf.
15
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Awareness of the different service points that may require language access services (onsite
customer service, assistance over the telephone, outside the courtroom, or within a courtroom
setting).

Program Management
Managers overseeing interpreter services should have the ability to:
 Manage the ‘program’ of court interpreter resources;
 Maintain lists of qualified interpreters, in multiple languages, and access to credentialed and
certified court interpreters;
 Determine the use of temporary, part-time, or per diem interpreters and translators;
 Determine the use and role of contracts for service, record-keeping, and payment structures;
 Recruit, hire, and assign qualified interpreters and translators; and
 Analyze the use of interpreters (i.e., are they only provided solely for court based functions or
shared resources with justice partners?).

Potential Challenges and Opportunities with Managing Foreign Language Access Services












2.4

Managing interpreter functions without understanding the rules, statutes, policies, requirements
and procedures associated with scheduling and managing interpreters
Ensuring interpreter ethics
Maintaining quality for interpreter standards and performance
Locating qualified interpreters
Coordinating the best use of limited interpreter resources, while ensuring service to the judicial
officers and litigants
Determining the Court’s ongoing interpreter needs, employee versus contract interpreters
Balancing the use of staff interpreters with the use of contract interpreters
Regular assessment of demographic changes that may affect language access needs
Providing continuing education for interpreters (to include courses and conferences pertinent to
court-based interpreters) and court staff
Making full use of technological advances to support interpretation and translation

Making the Verbatim Court Record

“The making of the record of court proceedings is a core function of courts. The official record is not
only the basis of appeals but also a means of reviewing all that transpires in the courtroom.”16 The
Making the Verbatim Record Guide produced by NACM provides that the establishment of an
accurate and timely court record provides the transparency required in order to provide meaningful

Carver, John A. and Barry Mahoney, How to Conduct an Assessment of Your Courts’ Record-Making Operations:
A Systemic Approach, The Justice Management Institute, June 2002.

16
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public access to Courts.17 Court reporters and recorders perform a vital function in ensuring the court
record is documented and maintained. Keeping the court record aligns with one of the key purposes
of the court.18 One of the eight purposes of courts is to make a formal record of legal status.
Reporting, recording, and/or documenting court actions via some type of capture process ensures
that function.
It was not that long ago that the record was captured by using phonetic writing or via notes taken by
an individual using manual shorthand. Subsequently, stenotype machines were introduced whereby
a court reporter utilized a keyboard device to create the verbatim court record. Today, there are
different methods of capturing the court record. Court reporters and recording monitors perform a
vital function in ensuring the court record is documented and maintained. Advances in technology
have provided the following record-keeping resources for use in today’s Courts:
Modes of Verbatim Record Technology
Stenographic reporting
Realtime
CART (Computer aided real-time transcription)
Stenomask equipment
Digital recording
Video recording
Voice writing
Captioning
Audio recording

Desired KSAs for Managing the Verbatim Record Resource Functions

A court manager should be familiar with the following elements:











What constitutes the court record;
Related laws, rules, and directives for keeping and accessing the record;
The purpose and function of keeping the verbatim record;
Methods used to document: reporting, digital recording systems and technology uses
Reporting versus transcription;
Keeping abreast of the ongoing updates and innovations in technology;
Familiarity with time schedules and deadlines;
Reporter skills, training and certification requirements;
Digital recording monitor skills and training requirements;
Skill in coordinating reporting functions to align with judicial needs;

See National Association for Court Management - http://www.uscourts.gov/services-forms/federal-court-reportingprogram
18 See Ernest Friesen, “Purposes of the Court,” YouTube, published March 31, 2014, available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saHb06PNadQ.
17
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Recognizing that one model or size may not fill all needs;
Records retention, storage and management;
Court management access to a centralized electronic storage and retrieval of notes, tapes and/or
transcripts;
Available reporting/recording resources available;
Assignment, management and monitoring of verbatim record staff;
Contracts for court reporting or recording services;
Analysis of fiscal and cost considerations; and
Performance measurement.

Court Reporter Staffing Models
Courts use varying staffing for court reporting. The chart below is an example of different models
for providing reporting, recording and verbatim recordkeeping.

Individual
judicial
staff

Centralized
or pool
employees

Court Reporting
Function Options

Electronic,
audio,
video
technology

Contract,
part time
or per
diem

Potential Challenges and Opportunities Regarding Court Reporting and Recording






Past practices by the Court and judicial officers, in particular, comfort with prior methods of
capturing the verbatim record
Keeping current with technology
Managing records requests
Coordination of court reporting resources

Activity Three – Due Process Related Elements – In groups of at least 3 or 4, attendees will select one
of the constitutionally required services and describe why it is important, how it relates to the
purposes of courts, and be prepared to report out.
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Section 3 – Programs and Special Services
Learning Objective
As a result of this section, participants will be able to:
4. Understand the basic requirements for the array of programs and special services for which
the court may have responsibility
5. Create and produce a program plan for a Specialty Court, to include program goals and
objectives, partners and collaborators needed, and measurable program outcomes.

Services and programs that may be provided to court users and litigants are included in this
section. Included are court ordered services such as probation and monitoring, external or
special professional services (psychological or assessment functions), settlement or dispute
resolution functions, and specialized problem solving programs. In some courts, probation,
court ordered programs and evaluations, and dispute resolution functions may be
conducted by entities other than the court, in full or in part. User services, or those intended
to provide court service access are not included here, but are in the next section.
3.1

Probation Services

Probation services consists of a variety of court (judge) ordered actions under the direction of a
discreet probation function. As previously noted, probation functions may be under the supervision
of a court, or they may be under the executive branch, or may be contracted to a private entity.
Probation related services may be provided for adult or juvenile offenders, and oversight or
monitoring functions may also pertain to non-criminal cases.
Typical Probation Functions











Provision of services within a court setting and external to the courthouse, including education
and evaluation activities
Monitoring compliance with court orders and sentences
Monitoring court ordered conditions, programs and events
Assessment of service and treatment needs of offenders
Referral for services by appropriate agencies and providers
Adult and juvenile probation monitoring and supervision (standard, supervised, intensive, workfurlough, community supervision)
Assessment and evaluation of defendants – pre-trial and pre adjudication
Completion of alcohol, drug and substance screening and diagnostics
Child support enforcement functions that may be under direct court supervision (e.g.,
evaluation, monitoring, financial payments, tracking, reporting)
Special or focused monitoring (e.g., electronic monitoring, home detention)
Probation Functions
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Compliance
Monitoring

Evaluation and
Assessment

Written Analysis
and Report

Service Referral

Program Oversight

Desired KSAs for Managing Probation Services









Leadership and program management
Political awareness and ability to work effectively with judicial officers
Relationship, rapport and trust building
Problem analysis and resolution
Ability to utilize and analyze data and information
Knowledge and application or utilization of industry practices and standards (evidence based
practices, electronic monitoring, surveillance techniques)
Comfort with change and innovation

Potential Challenges and Opportunities in Probation Services

As with other areas, administration of probation operations may have challenges. Some are noted
below.
 Coordination of programs and services
 Need for specialized training on such topics as use of force, arrest tactics, among others
 Management within limited resources and staffing
 Implementation of innovative programs such as evidence based practices
 Keeping current with the nature and demographics of defendants and offenders
 Managing the impacts of prison and jail overcrowding

3.2

Special Court-Ordered Services

Court ordered services may be utilized as directed based upon case need. Special services use
specific external professional services, as allowed by law and directed by a judicial officer.
22
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Typical Services
The court may order a wide array of services. Services typically provide assessment or
recommendation to the court and offer some level of discreet analysis and review with related
information provided in compliance with a court order. The following list is not exhaustive. The court
manager should become familiar with both what is prescribed and allowed by law, statute or local
rule, and, be aware of those services commonly used in the court setting. Among the typical services
making use of outside professional experts are the following:







Psychological assessments,
Forensic accountants,
Physical and financial records or document reviewers,
Court appointed special advocates (CASA),
Court appointed specialists, and
Child custody or visitation monitors.

Note that the above list is not exhaustive.

Linkages and Differences: Ordered, User Requested, and Resolution Services
Court ordered services make use of outside experts in a specific type of case or litigation. These
experts and individuals perform functions different than those who seek to identify case aspects
that can be resolved by resolution services, or those services needed and requested by a litigant. The
chart below indicates the variation and difference between court ordered services, user needed
services or functions, and those actions or activities that are intended to assist the case in coming to
resolution or conclusion.

Court Ordered Services

• Orders for Review, Evaluation, Assessment,
Treatment
• Court Direction to use Specialized Professionals

User Services

• Self Help Information and Instructions
• Blank or Sample Forms, Templates or Documents

Resolution Services

• Referral to Specialists, Evaluators, and Providers
• Event Scheduling for Case Resolution Activities

Desired KSAs for Managing Special Court-Ordered Services
23
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Among the knowledge and skills a court manager should possess are:
1. Savvy and skill in interacting with professionals from a different subject matter.
2. Ability to craft and oversee service contracts.
3. Knowledge of how to manage and measure programs for the outside services.
4. Familiarity with when and how court ordered services are used with the overall case processing
events and actions.

Potential Challenges and Opportunities in Managing Special Court-Ordered Services

A court manager will be challenged to keep abreast of new and innovative methods for providing
court ordered services, and will be faced with the following challenges:



Awareness of best practices in other courts for the provision of court ordered functions,
Understanding and abilities to establish and maintain effective relationships with external
professionals, and
Abilities to have program management and performance metrics in place and utilized.



3.3

Appropriate Dispute Resolution or ADR Services

Appropriate dispute resolution or ADR is the resolution of court proceedings (cases, disputes) by the
process most suitable for the dispute (which could be litigation). ADR processes other than litigation
may be used in virtually all types of cases – civil, criminal, family court, juvenile, misdemeanor, and
traffic cases. The New York court system provides a comprehensive statement of what ADR is:
Alternative dispute resolution [or Appropriate Dispute Resolution] (ADR) refers to a variety of
processes that help parties resolve disputes without a trial. Typical ADR processes
include mediation, arbitration, neutral evaluation, and collaborative law. These processes are
“generally confidential, less formal, and less stressful than traditional court proceedings.” 19
Examples of ADR Programs and Methods
As noted by the New York courts, there are a number of ADR processes and programs used to
resolve the underlying case. The American Bar Association lists a variety of processes20:





19
20







Arbitration
Facilitation
Mediation
Mini-trial
Early neutral evaluation

Negotiation
Ombuds services
Settlement conferences
Special master
Pro tem judge

http://www.nycourts.gov/ip/adr/What_Is_ADR.shtml.
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/dispute_resolution/resources/DisputeResolutionProcesses.html.
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Early resolution conference
Neutral fact finding
Multi-door program
Coaching
Conferencing

Private judge
Summary jury trial
Unbundled legal services
Parenting coordinator
Visitation conference

Among the benefits of ADR are: increased litigant participation, greater litigant satisfaction with the
outcome, reduced case times and costs, lessened formalities to the proceedings, and the resolution
of cases without court calendar and docket time.
Of the ADR processes, mediation is most used by court systems. In mediation a trained neutral
facilitates communication between the parties and, without deciding the issues or imposing a
solution on the parties, enables them to understand and to reach a mutually agreeable resolution to
their dispute. Mediation helps the parties understand and recognize their underlying needs,
overlapping interests and areas of agreement. It promotes access to justice for self-represented
litigants. The mediation process is usually voluntary and confidential. Additional benefits of
mediation include creative solutions, longer lasting outcomes and increased party control over
outcomes.
Technology is also used to augment the traditional means of resolving disputes outside the court
system. Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) uses technology to facilitate resolution of a claim or
dispute. This resolution method includes the parties in mediation, negotiation, and/or arbitration.
Desired KSAs for Managing ADR Services











Familiarity with various ADR processes and differences between them
Awareness of the laws, rules and orders allowing for the use of ADR processes
Relationship and linkage of ADR processes and programs to caseflow management
Knowledge of providers and professionals
Ability to coordinate with local, private providers and programs
Effective organization and communication skills
Ability to work with local Bar associations
Ability to establish program goals and performance targets
Skills in monitoring and tracking program events, timelines and outcomes

As with any program, monitoring and documenting performance through data is important. An
example of performance metrics for an ADR program is noted below.
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Type of Case
Number of Cases
Referral Method
Issues, Charges Litigated
ADR Method Used
Case outcome(s)
Time Duration To Conclusion

ADR Program
Performance

Litigant Satisfaction Survey
Program/Service Cost

Potential Challenges and Opportunities for Managing ADR Services










3.4

Ensuring the right process is selected based upon case criteria and need, and that appropriate
cases are being referred for resolution
Providing program goals, objectives and measures on which to document success
Being responsive to the needs of self-represented litigants
Avoiding the case becoming “out of sight, out of mind” and ensuring ongoing court
management and oversight toward final court case conclusion
Balancing the use of service providers as a limited resource
Coordinating ADR providers and professions as a competency apart from the court
Tracking and recording program performance
Maintaining program operations, support and sufficient resources

Problem Solving Courts and Specialty Dockets

“In times of fiscal crisis, courts are the equivalent of an emergency room – people come in, in distress.
People have problems to be resolved. People get in trouble… have committed crimes, need court orders
modified. The need for court services has increased.”21
The public turns to courts to resolve their difficulties as indicated by the quote from Justice de
Muniz. Problem solving courts have become those venues to solve problems; they have developed
over the last 25-30 years as the court mechanism to resolve problems. Courts have sprung up with a
Excerpted from speech by Chief Justice Paul De Muniz, (currently retired) Supreme Court of Oregon, National
Association for Court Management 2009 Mid Year Conference, Portland, Oregon, March 9, 2009.

21
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specific focus, type of case, and identified program components. Impetus came in 1989 in Florida and
arose from the desire to better provide services for drug addicts; the first drug court was established
in Miami-Dade County, Florida. As indicated by the quote above, courts have had ‘service’ and
‘support’ expectations placed on them. These courts may be called by different names: problem
solving, specialty courts, therapeutic courts, specific dockets, and even ‘boutique courts.’
Problem solving courts and specialty dockets are court events specially designed for a particular case
type need and typically operate with: a judge who presides over a specific type of case; collaboration
with a group or team of community, social or support services; and discreet expectations, actions,
incentives, and monitoring of performance in support of compliance with a court ordered sanction
or action. Drug courts have been the most prevalent type of specialty court, initially promoted by
the U.S. Federal government, however, others special courts have been developed: veteran’s courts,
community courts, homeless courts, DUI or DWI courts, mental health courts, reentry courts, and
teen courts are some commonly used specialty categories. Many are related to criminal,
misdemeanor, or traffic charges, but some are not dedicated to criminal activity. Examples are
business or commercial courts or family courts. Some problem solving courts are expansive with an
array of court and agency support mechanisms; some are dockets (or calendars) that simply have a
specific type of case scheduled or grouped on that particular day and time.
The use of special calendars or dockets is a variation on differentiated case management, in which
known functions and services, needed by a specific type of case, are provided by the court. Specialty
courts provide a specific collection of actions and services, based upon the type of case, charge or
defendant.
Desired KSAs for Managing Problem Solving Courts







Program goals, objectives and management
o What are the reasons and goals of the program (what is the problem or issue to be
addressed)
o What is the actual cost – direct and indirect – for program operations
o How is the program funded, and if grant funded, how will it transition or function at the
conclusion of grant monies
o What are outcomes and accomplishments
o Is the program functioning effectively and efficiently
o Are there extraneous or unintended consequences
Consideration and confirmation as to whether the court is the appropriate entity to take the lead
in addressing the problem or if there is a better positioned and suited partner in or external to,
the justice system, to lead the program
Collaboration, partners and social/support services
Database management
o Establishment of defined terms through data dictionary
o Referral management
o Operations management reporting
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o Treatment case management
o Judicial case management
o Understanding of HIPPA requirements in regards to disclosure of information
Measuring, reporting, accountability, compliance and cost-benefit analysis for program
operations and performance
o Are program performance measures clearly defined
o Are program operations and outcomes recorded and collected
o Is the return on investment justified
o Is a periodic or annual report provided on program operations
Integration of specialty courts or dockets within overall court operations
Court managers need to know how to create and sustain a specialty court operation while
ensuring that other cases receive necessary support

Problem solving courts often have specific standards (such as those developed by the National
Association of Drug Court Professionals). In addition, these courts often share common practices
and key elements. The table below highlights some of the standards and common practices for drug
courts and community courts.
Typical Drug Court Standards
1. Participation of a specified and target population
2. Focus on historically disadvantaged groups of individuals
3. Statement of clear roles and responsibilities of judges
4. Use of incentives, sanctions and therapeutic adjustments
5. Utilization of substance abuse treatment
Adapted from National Association of Drug Court Professionals, “Adult Court Best Practice
Standards,”http://www.nadcp.org/sites/default/files/nadcp/AdultDrugCourtBestPracticeStandards
.pdf
Common Practices and Key Elements of Community Courts
 Community service and other alternative sanctions replace jail and fines
 Increased court time and resources devoted to minor misdemeanors
 Extensive inventory of information on defendants gathered through expanded intake
interviews and access to other criminal justice databases
 Extensive (often two to three years) planning process
 Community service work crews or improvement projects posted as the products of
community service
 Offender compliance with sentence conditions strictly monitored
 Non-compliance with sentence conditions strictly sanctioned
 Immediacy in start of community service and treatment programs
 One or more mechanisms that provide ongoing communication with the community, as
distinctly defined by each community court project
 Access to a comprehensive package of treatment and social services through a mix of
government and nonprofit agencies
 Dual commitment to changing the lives of individual offenders and quality of life in
communities
 Treatment and services as a component of sanctions
28
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From Problem Solving Courts: Models and Trends by Pamela M. Casey and David B. Rottman,
retrieved from http://ncsc.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/spcts/id/169 2003.

When creating a specialty court, a court manager should ensure the following actions are taken:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Review and consider the underlying problems, caseflow or case related issues, or reasons
surrounding efforts to have a specialty court or docket (e.g., a clear understanding and view of
“what are the case processing issues?” and “how will this specialty court address the needs of
these cases?”).
Evaluate important issues such as program practices and operations (program tools, checklists,
and documents necessary; case screening and intake, risk determination or needs assessment of
the case parties/program participants; adjunct or ancillary programs, services and treatment or
education modalities pertinent to the program; expectations for program participant reporting
and compliance with court ordered actions; and timing or timelines for program actions and
events).
Determine the justice system partners, service providers, stakeholders or collaborators with
whom the court should work to establish the specialty court.
Identify resources and functions that will be required to operate the specialty program;
Conduct a program assessment which includes the use of performance metrics to assess
program outcomes.
Determine the degree to which the specialty program is destined to be moved from preliminary
operations or pilot testing, to full integration within overall court operations.

Typical drug court metrics includes the following:
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Example of Drug Court Performance Measures
Based upon National Center for State Courts “Court Performance
Framework”

From: Performance Measures of Drug Courts: The State of the Art,
National Center for State Courts, Statewide Technical Assistance
Bulletin, July 2008,
http://cdm16501.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/spcts/id/171

Courts often mix specialty court calendars within the overall court calendar. An example is depicted
below. The color blocks indicate calendar settings for specific purposes; the white blocks (those with
no case type information) are those sessions under the direct setting control of each judicial officer
to set as he or she wishes.
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Courtroom

A

B

Time
9:00
10:00
11:00
1:30
2:30
3:30
9:00
10:00
11:00
1:30
2:30
3:30
9:00
10:00

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Arraignments

Arraignments

Thursday

Friday

Prob. Viol. (PV)
Mental Health
Court (MHC)

Special
Settings

Bond Forfeit.
Hearing (BFH)
Arraignments

Truancy

Veterans
Treatment Court

Arraignments

PV
BFH

Special
Settings

Arraignments
BFH

11:00
1:30
Arraignments
2:30
3:30
Note: Calendar matrix has been adapted from a weekly judicial docket in an urban court.
C

PV

Special
Settings

Potential Challenges and Opportunities for Managing Problem Solving Courts









Courts obtaining grant monies for initial program start up, then struggling to institutionalize and
integrate into the overall court operation, and failing to have a transition or exit strategy
Court use of a special docket without thorough consideration of the purpose and desired
outcomes
Prosecutors, legislators, law enforcement and others reluctant to support therapeutic approach
to offenders
Lack of resources to appropriately evaluate the programs progress and success
Courts establishing specialty dockets with significant judicial officer time dedication, potentially
to the detriment of the broader caseload
Allowing too many specialty calendars to be created without actual program goals or program
objectives/features
Communities possible fear that drug courts are soft on crime

Activity Four – Create a Specialty Court. Participants will be tasked with working in a group to create
a specialty court program. They will be asked to identify and agree upon a case type, define the
purpose and goals, identify and list partners and collaborators, begin list of at least five detailed
program elements and features, itemize outcomes and results to be measured, and distinguish how
specialty court performance information will be obtained and used. The groups will then report to
the rest of the class.
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Section 4 – Access and Direct Services
Learning Objectives
As a result of this section, participants will be able to:
5. Identify expectations and needs of self-represented litigants (SRL) and draft an SRL Policy for
your court.

Courts perform a number of functions that relate to access to the court and justice.
They are included in this section. Among them: court user services (forms and
instructions), courtroom-based events and proceedings, access to court files and
records, and customer contact to make financial or documents or to obtain copies
of records. Other agencies may have direct oversight of some of these functions (collection
enforcement, self-help assistance).
4.1

Court User Services

Court User Services
Some examples of court user services include (but are not limited to) the services and actions listed
in this section. They reflect that each case type has a unique set of needs and services. The needs
may consist of specific actions, identified and targeted assessment, evaluation or treatment services,
or other focused information in support of that case type.
User and Litigant Services
These services relate to information and access. They should not be confused with court ordered
services, which are specialized services ordered by a judicial officer, based upon the court type or
need.
The Self Representation Resource Guide published by the National Center for State Courts22 notes
some recent innovations in access and self-representation include the following:









Simplification of court forms,
Provision of one-on-one assistance,
Development of guides, handbooks, and instructions on how to proceed,
Provision of court-sponsored legal advice,
Development of court-based self-help centers,
Collaboration with libraries and legal services, and
Utilization of Internet technologies to increase access.

The chart below displays some of the user services affiliated with specific case types; they are not allinclusive, but can illustrate the nature of services needed by the litigant and court user.

See National Center for State Courts, http://www.ncsc.org/Topics/Access-and-Fairness/SelfRepresentation/Resource-Guide.aspx.
22
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Case Type
Civil, non-criminal traffic violations, small claims,
ordinance violations
Criminal, misdemeanor, criminal traffic

Examples of User Services
Self-help, self-guided access
Forms and checklists
Forms
Indigency applications/forms
Victim services and domestic violence
requirements
Self-help, self-guided access
Forms and checklists
Victim information and services
Self-help, self-guided access
Forms and checklists
Domestic violence services
Child support or visitation guidelines
Self-help, self-guided access
Forms and checklists
Annual review and periodic account checklists

Protective orders or injunctions

Family Court, dissolution, custody, child support

Probate-estate-trust-guardian-conservator

The National Center for State Courts offers many other resources to include –






Center on Court Access to Justice for All
Legal Aid /Pro Bono Resource Guide
Access to Justice
Access and Fairness
CourTools – Access and Fairness

NACM has also offered its members access promoting fair and accessible justice resources to include



NACM Publications (Court Manager, Court Express)
o Access and Fairness to Justice: The Efficacy of Procedural Justice in State Courts
o Access To Justice for Displaced Defendants
Webinars/Recorded Sessions
o Designing and Evaluating Non-Lawyer Legal Assistance Programs
o Reengineering to Better Serve the Self-Represented: The Key to Increased Efficiency
and
Effectiveness in Court Operations
o Recent Research on Self-Represented Litigants
o How Court Managers Can Improve Procedural Fairness and Performance of Court
Appointed Professionals
o Teaching Due Process to Court Staff: How and Why
o New Self-Represented Services: Limited License Legal Technicians

In considering court user services, the concern arises about what constitutes legal advice as opposed
to legal information. Some courts have made dynamic changes in how they deal with all court users
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who seek assistance. Years ago, courts commonly asserted the following to any approaching user,
typically by placing a visible sign at customer counters:
“NOTICE ! We cannot give legal advice. You must consult an attorney. If you
represent yourself in our court, you are representing yourself as if you fully
understand all the rules, practices, and can adequately represent yourself in all
proceedings.”23
Today, courts have adopted protocols that openly strive to provide assistance while avoiding
providing legal advice. One example is the Arizona Judicial Branch, which has published a guide on
what staff are expected to provide and what they are prohibited from doing. Signage is also required
per an administrative order of the Chief Justice.24 The actual signage is as noted below, for the public
to be aware of the court system expectations and range of assistance that can be provided.

Adapted from actual signage displayed for the public in a court lobby - mid 1970’s.
See Arizona Supreme Court, “Legal Advice-Legal Information Guidelines,”
http://www.azcourts.gov/portals/22/admorder/orders07/2007-28.pdf.
23
24
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Many states offer public self-help centers or legal resources. The table below links to such
sample of services Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

Florida
Illinois

Georgia
Indiana

Hawaii
Kansas

Idaho
Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan
Montana

Minnesota
Nebraska

Mississippi
Nevada

Missouri
New Hampshire

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

North Carolina

North Dakota
Pennsylvania

Ohio
Rhode Island

Oklahoma
South Carolina

Oregon
South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Vermont

Virginia
Wisconsin

Washington
Wyoming

Washington, D.C.

West Virginia

Desired KSAs for Managing Court User Services













Knowledge and familiarity with specific types of cases and related actions
Understanding of the interrelationships between the constitution, laws, administrative directives
and how they are put into practice
Awareness of the role and materials in law libraries, or in legal publications
Familiarity with the disability access requirements and provisions
Understanding and skills regarding - high-conflict relationships and victim/abuser issues
Broad court knowledge in the specific case type(s)
Awareness of parenting plans, educational materials for families and information about the
impact of divorce on families
Awareness of self-help services
Familiarity with emerging legal service concepts such as “limited license legal technicians”
whereby trained non attorneys may provide limited assistance25
General communication and problem solving skills, to include direct customer interaction skills
Ability to establish and maintain cooperative working relationships with the legal community,
justice partners and special service providers

See http://www.ncsc.org/sitecore/content/microsites/trends2014/~/media/microsites/files/future%20trends%202014/2014%20state%20highlights.ashx, Page 37.
25
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Potential Challenges and Opportunities Related to Court User Services







Meeting expectations of the public and court users
Lacking understanding of the broader legal system and how to navigate
Ensuring the appropriate use of professionals appointed by the court, as needed, to assist in
high-conflict cases
Dealing with individuals in a time of their life with high stress
Keeping current on rapidly changing technologies, and deploying appropriate technology and
methods of accessing the court

Activity Five – Creation of a Policy for Self-Represented Litigants. Attendees will devise a draft policy in
which expectations, policies, and services for pro se and self-represented litigants will be noted. This
is group work for 3-5 members on a team. They will also be expected to share with the full class.

4.2

Access for Persons with Disabilities

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 was enacted to ensure that all qualified individuals
with disabilities enjoy the same opportunities that are available to persons without disabilities. It
guarantees equal opportunity for individuals with disabilities in public accommodations,
employment, transportation, state and local government services, and telecommunications.
Courts have an affirmative obligation to take proactive steps to remove barriers to accessibility for
people with disabilities through the development of model policies, forms to be used to request
accommodations, compliance handbooks and FAQs for both court personnel and the public. To
assist in ensuring qualified individuals with a disability are not excluded, by reason of such disability,
from access to court programs, services and activities, including judicial proceedings, jury service,
and courthouse meetings, the following resources may prove helpful to the court leader 

ADA Title II Checklist



ADA Resource Guide ADA Best Practices Toolkit for State and Local Governments



ADA primer for State and Local Governments



Directory of Court ADA Coordinators – Ex: New Jersey



Court Rules – Ex: California



Accommodation Request forms – Ex: Maryland, Florida and Virginia



Model Policies – Ex: Michigan



Grievance Procedures: Ex: West Virginia
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Desired KSAs for Managing Access for Persons with Disabilities



Knowledge and familiarity with the Americans with Disability Act



Awareness of the need to provide access and accommodations



Ability to develop protocols, processes and procedures in relation to access and
accommodations



Knowledge of auxiliary aids and services available



Understanding of the need, function and role of court ADA Coordinators



Familiarity with court rules, policies and regulations



Ability to implement ADA compliance performance measures

Potential Challenges and Opportunities Related to Access for Persons with Disabilities






4.3

Meeting needs of the public and court users
Lack of understanding of the ADA requirements
Ensuring availability of auxiliary aids and services
Identifying and addressing facility and other barriers

Courtroom Operations

The function of courtroom operations refers to those court proceedings that take place within the
courtroom setting. The proceedings may necessitate a wide variety of functions. They include items
such as:










Overseeing courtroom clerical staff;
Recording courtroom proceedings, actions, or minutes;
Issuing court rulings, orders, notices and forms;
Assigning and training staff;
Ensuring appropriate details and specifics are captured and recorded;
Processing documents;
Filings and exhibits presented in court;
Operating automated case management, recording systems and other technologies; and
Interacting with court customers.

A skilled court manager needs to maintain a level of comfort and familiarity with courtroom events,
the overall setting and the typical accoutrements and protocols.
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Elements of Courtroom Operations
Courtroom work places court staff in a very direct and visible interaction with both judicial officers
and court litigants. And, a variety of participants are likely to appear in a courtroom setting. Court
professionals must be familiar with the variety and nature of participants in the courtroom setting,
which includes:















Judge or judicial officer;
Sheriff, bailiff, or security officer;
Court clerk, courtroom clerk, or clerical assistant;
Jury panel or potential jury members;
Prosecutor, district, or county attorney;
Plaintiff’s counsel;
Defendant’s attorney- privately retained or public defender;
Court reporter;
Court interpreter;
Witness(es);
Victim(s);
Forensic specialists – e.g., experts, other service providers;
Members of the public, spectators, or observers; and
Representatives of the media.

The simplified drawing below illustrates a typical courtroom setting, participants, and location.
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Expectations and role of the courtroom clerk may include some or all of the following:







Furnishing clerical support to courtroom events,
Providing case manager or judicial assistant functions,
Providing assistance with courtroom technology,
Providing direct litigant interaction,
Representing professionally on behalf of the court, and
Functioning as courtroom bailiff or security presence.

As technology is now an important tool with the courtroom, it is important to recognize the need,
use and impact it will have in the courtroom setting. Court managers will need to become familiar
with not only what technology the judge and courtroom clerk will utilize but also the technology
used by attorneys, jurors and other participants in the courtroom. The Joint Technology Committee
has recognized the importance of technology with case processing, judicial decision making, and
management needs specific to trial court judges on the bench by publishing the Making the Case for
Judicial Tools bulletin. 26 The Federal Judicial Center also published the Effective Use of Courtroom
Technology: A Judge’s Guide to Pretrial and Trial noting the substantive and procedural
considerations that must be given when attorneys use technology in the courtroom.27
It is also important to be familiar with specific judicial expectations that impact courtroom protocols.
Some are noted here:





Personal preferences and communication styles,
How the judicial officer desires to receive information and materials,
How cases are to be categorized, organized and called (convened), and
Acceptable and sustainable ranges and variations in practices.
Examples of Courtroom Protocol Information
1. Instructing courtroom attendees and participants on expected behaviors
2. Calling the court to order
3. Providing information to the judge
4. Asking questions of, or for clarification with, the judge
5. Handling protocols for documents given to or received from the judge
6. Detailing documents desired by the judge
7. Using technology in the courtroom, and who is responsible
8. Identifying allowable times for the clerk to leave the courtroom
9. Documenting hearing information manually or into the court database

26

See National Center for State Court Joint Technology Committee at http://www.ncsc.org/Aboutus/Committees/Joint-Technology-Committee/Publications-and-Webinars/Making-the-Case-for-Judicial-Tools.aspx.
27 See Federal Judicial Center publication at http://www.fjc.gov/public/pdf.nsf/lookup/CTtech00.pdf/$file/CTtech00.pdf
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Typical Policies and Procedures Related to Courtroom Operations
Policies
Procedures
 Office Mission and Vision Statement
 Docket and Data Entry Information
 Code of Conduct/Code of Ethics
 Mail Procedure
 Professionalism and Dress Code
 Case Data Update
 Punctuality
 Forms Issuance
 Customer Service Philosophy
 Exhibits
 Caseflow Management
 Document Certification Steps
 Case and Record Confidentiality
 Sealing or Redacting Court Files
 Office Forms and Formats
 Cash Handling and Payment Receipting
 Access to Court/Clerk Records
 Financial Reconciliation
 Court Ordered Financial Sanctions
 Warrant Issuance, Validation, Returns
 Use of Equipment and Technology

Example of Bench Book Contents
 Deadlines and timelines
 Discovery
 Scheduling conferences
 Motions practices
 Pretrial conference
 Jury trial-selection, instruction, trial
procedure








Bench trial
Post-trial procedures
Technology
Case specific matters (criminal, civil,
family, traffic, etc.)
Courtroom protocol
Case managers and judicial assistants

Desired KSAs for Managing Courtroom Operations

Often courts assign fully trained and experienced court staff to the courtroom assignment. This is
because the broad experience helps the staff be both highly skilled and adept at problem solving in
the very visible courtroom setting. Among the desirable skills for staff working within a courtroom
setting are:







Understanding of the types of cases, proceedings or hearings, and matters occurring in the
courtroom;
Understanding of how cases are scheduled, calendar timelines and deadlines;
Understanding of the support role for courtroom staff with judicial officers;
Interpersonal skills and the ability to work effectively under pressure, time constraints, and in
close quarters;
Ability to coordinate items such as court interpreter presence, self-represented litigant needs,
and awareness of ADA needs;
Ability to work with jurors within the courtroom and deliberation room, should there be need to
assist them or if an emergency occurs;
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Project and tasks management, to include the ability to be efficient, neat, and organized;
Knowledge of statutes, rules and regulations governing court processes;
Customer service abilities; and
Knowledge of the impacts of social media and electronic devices of the court users.

Potential Challenges and Opportunities Related to Managing Courtroom Operations

Among the challenges regarding courtroom operations are the following:
 Role and responsibility clarification and definition (who is responsible for what);
 Assignment of staff on a permanent or rotation basis, or on a part-time or full-time assignment
status;
 Working with staff inside the courtroom who are employees of other organizations or are
employed by an elected official (e.g., sheriff, clerk, parole, corrections);
 Office space in courtroom or outside of courtroom;
 Ensuring provisions for continuity of operations, should there be an unanticipated technology
problem; and
 Being aware of any performance goals for courtroom operations (e.g., CourTools #5 Trial Date
Certainty).
CourTools measure #5 on Trial Date Certainty may pertain to courtroom efficiency, specifically how
successfully a case actually comes to trial. While it may not be the responsibility of courtroom staff,
they should be familiar with the measure.

4.4

Records

Maintenance of court records is a discipline all in itself. Records - obtaining, securing, organizing,
maintaining, managing and providing access to them – and performing these actions within required
regulations, are a critical action of a court. This competency provides insights on the key skills and
responsibilities in the area of court records.
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Desired KSAs for Managing Records



Knowledge of the different types of records
o Court files including case related documents
o Financial, fiscal and budgetary materials
o Personnel related files, documents and evaluations
o Facility, technology and security related materials and protocols
o Administrative materials, e.g., policies, procedures administrative orders

Case Files and
Documents












Financial and
Fiscal
Documents

Facility,
Security and
Technology
Human
Resource and
Personnel
Documents

Administrative
Materials

Emails, Web,
Social Media

Knowing what is retained, and in which media, e.g., hard copy or digital format
Awareness of where and how items are retained and stored
Understanding of public access requirements and provisions (laws, rules)
Management of privacy and sensitive data
Knowledge of information and document lifecycle, retention and destruction
Establishing records management policies
Overseeing and managing court records, case filed based information – both manually/hard copy
and electronic
Managing court business records, financial, procurement personnel
Addressing and adhering to rules and statutes for privacy, security, retention
Ensuring appropriate and speedy access to public records

Public access to court records is a key element in courts being open and accountable. Typical access
provisions include the following:28

Adapted from the Arizona Judicial Branch
https://govt.westlaw.com/azrules/Document/NFC83A66025C811E3A3DDB79419D1C223?viewType=FullText&origin
ationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default), the State of Connecticut
http://www.jud.ct.gov/faq/courtrec2.html#Access and the Washington State Courts
http://www.courts.wa.gov/newsinfo/index.cfm?fa=newsinfo.displayContent&theFile=content/accessToCourtRecords.
28
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Access to Judicial Records
Court records include any document, information, exhibit, or other item
maintained by a court in connection with a judicial proceeding, in a case
management system maintained by the court and related to a judicial
proceeding, or related to official court transactions. Examples of court records
are: an index, calendar, docket, document, paper, order, decree, judgment, or
minute entry in a courtroom proceeding.
The case records in all courts are open to any member of the public for
inspection or for copies at all times during regular hours at the office and
custodian having custody of the records.
Due to interests of confidentiality, privacy or the best interests, public access to
some court records may be restricted or expanded in accordance with the
provision of this rule, or other provisions of law.
Additional provisions:








Court records may/may not be accessible on line/remotely.
Review and redaction of restricted information will be done by
staff.
Records production response will be done within ____ (time).
Production costs and fees are outlined in the records fee schedule.
Denial of records requests may occur based upon a judge’s order.

Records requests will be received and filled during regular work
hours.Managing Records
Challenges and Opportunities with







Adoption of and adherence to standards
Being familiar with emerging technologies and impacts of social media
Maintaining retention and destruction schedules
Ensuring staff skills are current and protocols followed
Ability to learn from what other courts have implemented

The Conference of State Court Administrators (COSCA) has provided a policy paper with provisions
for court records, which can be informative to a court manager in determining proper actions. In the
policy paper, they outline:29





The definition of what constitutes a court record;
The role of having governance principles and court wide standards ;
The importance of protocols and systems (both electronic and non);

See http://cosca.ncsc.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/COSCA/Policy%20Papers/12012013-Standards-MaintainingManaging-21st-Century-Court-Records.ashx.
29
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Actions with regard to compliance, integrity, and access;
Compliance with record preservation and disposition; and
Applicable records standards.

CourTools #6 deals with reliability and integrity of case files. This methodology is noted below.
CourTools #6 – Reliability and Integrity of Case Files30 measures the percentage of files that can be
retrieved within a specified time, and the stated standards for content completeness. This
measure informs the court leader about how easy or difficult it is to obtain a file and the
completeness of file contents.
As most courts are maintaining their records electronically, storage, preservation and disposition of
those records must also be considered by the court manager. The Joint Technology Committee has
developed Developing an Electronic Records Preservation and Disposition Plan.
The technology resource bulletin addresses the following policy areas and provides
recommendations surrounding best practices in electronic records retention and destruction:
31

1.

Should the electronic records destruction be automatic and, if so, what kinds of safeguards
should be in place to ensure that the automated system is operating pursuant to court
policy?

2. Should the electronic records destruction include both data and electronic documents?
3. What is the best way to delete court case data?
4. How long should a court system publish court records on-line, via the internet?
5. How long do records need to be maintained for research purposes and are records
maintained beyond the standard retention periods subject to public disclosure?
6. How do courts designate historically significant cases for preservation? Should such
designated case records be maintained by the court, the state office of record archives, or
both?

30

http://www.courtools.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CourTools/courtools_Trial_measure6_Reliability_And_Integrity_Of_
Case_Files.ashx.

See http://www.ncsc.org/About-us/Committees/Joint-Technology-Committee/Publications-andWebinars/Developing-an-Electronic-Records-Preservation-and-Disposition-Plan.aspx.
31
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4.5
Accepting, Processing, and Managing Case Related Filings, Fee Collection, Records,
and Exhibits
Courts are focused on receiving data, information, compliance information and receipt of monies
and fees. As such, on a daily basis, courts must be ready for the following, and must be equipped to
receive items in hard copy or via digital and electronic form:

Data
Received:
Hard Copy?

Money

Docume
nts and
Records
Exhibits
and
Materia
ls

Received:
Electronic or Digital?

Desired KSAs in Accepting, Processing, and Managing Case Related Filings, Fee Collection Records, and
Exhibits











Organizational skills
Knowledge of rules and authorities supporting practices
Knowledge of regulations for fee schedules, waiver and deferral of fees, costs
Familiarity with regulations for use of credit cards and other financial services
Analytical abilities
Skill in multi-tasking
Ability to conduct research
Familiarity with provider and service contracts
Program preparations and planning knowledge
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A manager responsible for court filings, payments, fee receipt, and records oversight must
be able to work within and manage:

Rules and
Regulations
Protocols and
Processes
Data and Information
Money, Fees,
Charges
Performance
Tracking
Retrieval and Access
Confidential and
Sensitive Information

Management of these functions may also entail skill in interacting with vendors or providers. A
sampling of areas and providers is noted below.

Operational Areas
IT professionals
Contractual documents
and requirements?►

Collection agents
Record keeping providers
Budget, fiscal monetary agents
Banking providers
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Potential Challenges and Opportunities Regarding Accepting, Processing, and Managing Case Related
Filings, Fee Collection, Records, and Exhibits










Maintaining the integrity of the court process without unduly hindering access
Ensuring and applying technology to processes, recordkeeping and enforcement
actions
Providing public access
Ensuring appropriate management of safeguards, retention and destruction
Protection of confidentialities and privacy
Perceptions of court efficiencies
Perception of court focus on collection and revenue
Balancing clerical functions with management and program focus

CourTools #7 deals with Effectiveness of Collecting Monetary Penalties. The methodology is
noted below.
CourTools #7 – Collection of Monetary Penalties32 provides a measure for the court
manager to review payments collected and distributed within a stated timeframe, as a
percentage of total monetary amount ordered in a certain set of cases. This measure
allows a court to know how successfully financial enforcement is.

Section 5 – Infrastructure and Support
Learning Objective
As a result of this section, participants will be able to:
6.

Evaluate the priority or critical court operations necessary should there be a business
interruption or emergency, and list preliminary steps and actions needed for business
continuity.

This section contains several key court operational support functions: automation
and technology, business continuity or continuity of operations, facilities
management, and court security. All are important for day to day operations and
are of concern when there may be threats or interruptions of court operations. Courts are
increasingly dependent on technology to provide continuous and seamless operational
functions supporting business tasks and litigant and user access.

32

http://www.courtools.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CourTools/courtools_Trial_measure7_Collections_Of_Monetary_P
enalties.ashx.
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5.1

Information Technology

Technology has been and is increasingly become a vital element in the functioning of courts. We rely
on it to perform functions more efficiently, ensure information availability, and provide user access.
As such, it has become increasingly critical to effectively manage not only technology, but the
leadership of technology. As with other competencies, this one can be a full course all itself.
Traditional skill areas for IT management include the following:33
 Review of business processes and identification of operational needs;
 Technology system development, design, engineering, networking and support;
 Project management;
 IT security and policies; and
 Hardware and software development and replacement cycles.
There are some premises about technology in the courts:
 The Court’s mission and service should drive technology decisions and priorities;
 Technology is not self-justifying but needs to fit within the court purposes;
 Organizational change, and receptivity to it, is key to advancing technology;
 Court leaders must understand technology and what it can do for them;
 Court leaders should keep current on technology capabilities and applications;
 Technologists must understand court processes; and
 Technology users must be involved in planning and development.
Effective use of information technology results in the following:34

Improved
processes and
productivity

Improved
knowledge
of
organization

Timeliness

Increasedenhanced
communication

Integrity and
accuracy

Increased and
dynamic
access

Adapted from http://www.tsmcorporation.com/information_technology/index.asp.
Information technology outcomes from NACM Core Competency, available at:
https://nacmnet.org/CCCG/cccg_toolboxes_it.htm
33
34
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Desired KSAs for Managing Information Technology

NACM’s publication “A Guide to Technology Planning for Court Managers,”35 indicates the following
as important competencies:





Identification of the problem or need requiring technology use,
Collecting information needed,
Analyzing and communicating, and
Taking action – avoiding failure while effectively managing.

General abilities pertinent to court managers include:














Procurement, development, management and implementation of IT;
Developing and implementing a vision for court use/application of technology;
Designing and deploying a marketing plan, scheduling and rolling out a pilot, evaluating the pilot,
assessing risk management aspects and assessment and evaluation of the impact of the project;
Addressing technology governance, planning and policy issues;
Conducting business practice analysis/workflow reengineering;
Integrating technology with court processes and user needs;
Different technologies: electronic communications/email, case management systems, public
access technologies, audio-visual technologies, integration points and shared technology, word
processing and spreadsheets, databases, evidence presentation, verbatim recording, language
interpretation and translation technologies, and integration capabilities;
Fiscal management of technology and consideration of the return on investment via technology
utilization;
Managing technology projects;
Data management, privacy, and security;
Business continuity and disaster preparedness; and
Ensuring accountability of systems.

Challenges and Opportunities with Information and Technology






35

Providing technology vision and leadership while supporting for court purposes
Ensuring sufficient and stable technology management and governance
Integrating technology operations and leadership with overall court leadership
Practicing project management without becoming overly focused on project management forms
and steps
National Association for Court Management, “A Guide to Technology Planning for Court Managers,” 2014.
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Providing adequate user participation
Implementing technology for operational needs and avoiding ‘technology du jour’
Ensuring the ability to effectively communicate with and relate to the needs of IT professionals
Managing the complexity of technologies between and among justice partners

The U.S. Department of Justice published a guide on technology in 2003, targeted toward law
enforcement technology projects; the guide offers “Seven Facts You Should Know…”36 that are
pertinent to courts:
Seven Facts You Should Know…
Fact #1 – Implementing IT is difficult.
Fact #2 – Planning and installing IT is different than other projects.
Fact #3 – IT planning and implementation is not a one-time activity.
Fact #4 – IT must support the strategic business mission, goals and objectives.
Fact #5 – Successful projects require strong project management.
Fact #6 – All projects require a plan.
Fact #7 – Successful IT implementation can happen!

5.2

Continuity of Operations Plans

The term “continuity of operations planning (or plans)” or “COOP” has become commonplace in
court leadership. Continuity of operations, or business continuity, is essentially disaster preparedness
and recovery. Anticipating and being ready to respond to business interruption is increasingly
important to courts as continuous operations and accessibility relate to public perceptions and
access. Courts are also increasingly reliant upon technology, which is susceptible to interruption.
Among the types of business interruptions are:37








Inability to use court facilities due to structural, fire, water, or other damage;
Impacts from major interruptions due to public disturbances, riots, or curfews;
Loss of electricity or other technology (i.e. servers, fiber line cuts) impacting computers, phones,
equipment, documents, water, sewage;
Loss of transportation for staff and court users;
Loss of or interruption to communication due to wind, water – impacting relay towers, phone
operations, call centers and inability to recharge battery-powered devices; and
Loss of staff due to injury, death and/or evacuation.

When court operations are compromised or at risk of being compromised by real or potential
threats, court leaders may likely be the principal planners, conveners, facilitators, delegators and
communicators in their jurisdiction. Judges, court staff and representatives from other justice system
agencies may look to the court leader(s) to:

From US Department of Justice, approximately 2003,
http://www.cops.usdoj.gov/html/cd_rom/inaction1/pubs/techguide/SevenFactsYouShouldKnowBEFOREReadingThis
Guide.pdf.
37 From “Business Continuity Management Mini Guide,” June 2006, and “Disaster Recovery Planning for Courts – a
Guide to Business Continuity Planning – Mini Guide,” Summer 2000, National Association for Court Management.
36
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1. Demonstrate leadership and ensure the continued operation of the court;
2. Serve as the source of critical information about contingency plans; and
3. Provide key details regarding operations of the court when emergency strikes.
To ensure continuous operations, the court leader has several key responsibilities, which include:








Preparing and planning for emergency events
Establishing contingency and action plans
Creating an emergency kit with key supplies, blank forms, rule books and authorization
necessary to conduct court
Publishing and providing key details, plans, documents, and steps for an emergency
Preparing required emergency document forms and rudimentary equipment
Preparing and executing “administrative directives/orders” detailing authorities for court actions
Conducting practices based on different scenarios
 Risk assessment, avoidance, and awareness
 Awareness of and prioritization of vulnerable areas or functions
 Relationship and support building prior to the event of need
 Process for dealing with “special handling” needs – in custody defendants, jurors, persons
with disability
 Involvement and facilitation of appropriate representatives
 Determination and knowledge of which agency has final authority
 Knowledge of who controls the command or emergency center (e.g., sheriff, police, fire) and
who has jurisdictional authority over the court facility or building
 Provision of court leadership
 Ability to practice with table-top exercises, scenarios and staff involvement
 Communication strategy and plan
 Practice and scenario planning

Desired KSAs for Managing COOP







Awareness and ability to prioritize and understand the court related vulnerable areas
Ability to easily build relationships with others.
Knowledge of the appropriate representatives that may be affected.
Knowledge of the building and hierarchal contacts.
Ability to practice table-top exercises and scenarios with staff.

The chart below displays critical preparedness areas to consider (in the hexagon) along with basic
court operational elements to address (in the bars).
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Communications and Information
Information Planning
Documents

Caseflow and Workflow Management
PeopleJudges, Staff,
Jurors,
Defendants

Records &
Documents

Customer and Litigant Access

Disaster
Preparedness
Facility and
Physical
Plant

Technology

Safety and Security
Financial

Continuity of Operations Plan Development
A COOP should provide a general overview of what to do in an emergency, what employees should
expect, who is responsible for key tasks, and how to perform such tasks. The COOP gives the court
manager a simple document to refer to in a stressful time, making activation easier. The COOP is a
live document and should be updated continuously to better improve the process. All necessary
parties should have a copy of the COOP and court management should be able to access it from
anywhere.
The drafting of a continuity of operations plan is usually the responsibility of the court manager. The
continuity of operations plan encompasses much more than fiscal management concerns.
The necessary elements of an effective COOP include:
1. The goal of the document
2. The objectives of the plan
 Ensure the continuous performance of the Court’s essential functions/operations
during an emergency.
 Protect essential equipment, records, and other assets.
 Reduce or mitigate disruption of operations.
 Identify and designate principals and support staff to be relocated.
 Facilitate decision-making for execution of the Plan and the subsequent conduct of
operations.
 Achieve a timely and orderly recovery from the emergency and resumption of full
service to all customers.
 Expedite the restoration of mission-critical functions, including having in place an
alternative facility, if needed.
 Provide effective coordination and protection of court staff, visitors, and court users.
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Map communications with the following first responders: law enforcement, fire
department, office of homeland security, and medical responders.
Provide guidelines for media communications and public outreach, including
establishing a unified message and who will be the authorized spokesperson(s).
Establish ongoing communication mechanisms with other key justice agencies and
provide for the ongoing updating of key contact information.

The necessary considerations for the COOP planning process include:
1. Identify hazards and threats (natural and man-made) to the court and solutions to
mitigate them.
2. Assess risks in conjunction with law enforcement, the weather bureau, and other
agencies.
3. Coordinate and develop a COOP with other key justice and social service agencies on
which the court depends to operate.
4. Determine who will update all COOP information, how frequently it will be updated, and
how the updating will be done.
5. Purchase and stock emergency resources/supplies (water, flashlights, hand sanitizers,
etc.).
6. Establish an emergency budget or fund under which supplies and services can be
purchased.
Consideration needs to be given to who has authority for the court to operate during an emergency.
Some issues for the COOP to identify are as follows:
1.

The constitutional and statutory authority relevant to the court’s functioning during an
emergency.
2. Any executive or supreme court orders relevant to the court’s functioning during an
emergency.
The planning phase also needs to identify what court orders and/or rules may be needed in the event
of an emergency.
Potential Challenges and Opportunities Regarding COOP








Having the ability to plan, prepare and use project management techniques
Obtaining budgetary and financial support
Achieving buy in from top leadership, staff and required partners
Ensuring the ability to establish protocols and authorizations
Learning from experience and “lessons learned”
Avoiding delay on establishing a plan due to “it will never happen to me” thinking.

Activity Six – List Your “Top Five” Critical Operations – Working in small groups, attendees will list the
top five operations that are mission critical that must be performed and need to be anticipated in
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event of a business interruption. They will then be asked to list partners and helpers to plan for
operational continuity. Lastly they will be asked to list at least 3 steps to begin/practice for
preparedness. Groups will report to the full class, and respond to questions about emergency
preparedness.

5.3

Facilities Management

Facilities Management is the commitment to maintaining a safe, secure, accessible, well-planned and
dignified environment for court operations and doing so in a manner which adopts best practices
and inspires public confidence. The success of any facilities management program depends upon
several factors that include: 1) The development of a strategic planning process, 2) Good
communication among the stakeholders and the public, 3) Development of consensus, and 4) Strong
project management.
Often located in the central seat of government, courthouse facilities vary across the country from
standalone building structures to offices within a municipal building or spread over several sites
within a large Government Center complex or operated from a satellite or annex location. The
buildings may be owned or leased and the direct management of courthouse facilities varies
depending on local governing authority, state code or other provision.
Courthouses have long served as a cornerstone of the community and center of the law and
government as well as a meeting ground, cultural hub, and social gathering place , many with
significant historical value playing an important role in personal and public lives.
“But above all, the courthouse: the center, the focus, the hub; sitting looming in the
center of the county’s circumference like a single cloud in its ring of horizon, laying its
vast shadow to the uttermost rim of horizon; musing, brooding, symbolic and
ponderable, tall as cloud, solid as a rock, dominating all: protector of the weak,
judiciate and curb of the passions and lusts, repository and guardian of the
aspirations and hopes …”
— William Faulkner
("The Courthouse [A Name for the City/County]," in Requiem for a Nun)38
While the range of facilities management responsibilities will vary among court jurisdictions, such
responsibilities may include, but are not limited to –
Operations
 Property Management
 Security
 Public Relations
 Custodial Services
 Refuse and Waste Disposal
Maintenance
38

W. Faulkner. 1951. “Act I: The Courthouse.” Requiem for a Nun. New York: Random House.
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Preventive Maintenance
Minor Maintenance
Service/Work Order Requests
Grounds Maintenance

Capital Improvements
 Restoration, rehabilitation, remodeling, conservation or new construction projects
 Consultant/contractor selection process
 Engineers, architects, consultants, and contractors coordination
Desired KSAs in Facilities Management










The principles and techniques of administrative management including organization,
planning, budgeting, and reporting.
Project management, such as cost management, documentation, survey and inspection
requirements, public relations, contractor relations and employee relations.
Budget and fiscal management.
Contract negotiations.
Principles, practices, and current developments in architecture and engineering.
Understanding of telephone, network, security, computers and other IT equipment.
Preparing plans, specifications, schedules and cost estimates.
Establishing and maintaining effective working relationships with local governing partners,
contractors and consultants.

Potential Challenges and Opportunities with Facilities Management

Among the challenges are the following:
 Difficulty in identifying who is responsible for facilities management.

5.4



Ineffective relationships between the courts and the agency responsible for the facility.



As technology changes, previous agreements between the courts and the agency
responsible must be reviewed.



The court manager must understand requirements of the court facility.



It is helpful if the court manager has a good understanding of IT.

Court Security

Equally important in ensuring continuity of court operations is the provision of adequate security
within the courthouse to guard against violence and/or threats against judges and others, which can
have a potentially crippling impact on the continuity of court operations and the rule of law.
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Individual security often affects collective security and is a risk that must be contemplated, assessed,
and incorporated into a court’s security operations. The CCJ/COSCA Court Security Handbook is a
valuable resource in developing an effective courthouse safety and security plan.39 In addition to
continuity of operations planning, the importance of adequate funding and data management is
critical because it provides the foundation for the court’s overall security planning and prudent risk
management.
Desired KSAs in Managing Court Security










The principles and techniques of administrative management including organization,
planning, budgeting, and reporting
Project management, such as cost management, documentation, survey and inspection
requirements, public relations, contractor relations and employee relations
Budget and fiscal management
Contract negotiations
Principles, practices, and current developments in architecture and engineering
Understanding of telephone, network, security, computers and other IT equipment
Preparing plans, specifications, schedules and cost estimates
Establishing and maintaining effective working relationships with local governing partners,
contractors and consultants

Potential Challenges and Opportunities with Court Security



Managing continuing education for staff on how to respond when there is a security threat



Agreeing with the local facility agency on security requirements



Communicating security threats to the appropriate individuals

Section 6 – Measuring Operations Management
Learning Objective
As a result of this section, participants will be able to:
7. Assess which performance measures or metrics are needed to document and report on the
business outcomes of the Operations Management elements.

39

http://ccj.ncsc.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CCJ/Web%20Documents/Court%20Security%20Handbook.ashx
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6.1

Operations Metrics

As noted throughout, it is important for court leaders to be familiar with how the court is
performing, and, to have tangible metrics to evaluate business outcomes. Fortunately, measures and
methodologies are available. The National Center for State Courts published its CourTools
measures; they serve as ten, court related, practical measures to report outcomes.40
These measures directly relate to a court’s effectiveness in the Operations Management competency
and elements. Court managers are encouraged to investigate how to apply these measures in their
court environment.
The CourTools Measures41 and Relevance to Operations Management
CourTools
Summary of Measure Applicability to Operations Management
Measure
Elements
(some are direct/some are indirect)
#1 – Access
Court user ratings on the
Court User Services
and Fairness
court accessibility and
Courtroom Operations
treatment of customers
Records
(fairness, equality, respect)
Accepting and Processing Filings and Fees
Facility
Security
#2 – Clearance Number of outgoing cases as
Courtroom Operations
Rates
percentage of number of
Special Court Ordered Services
incoming.
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Problem Solving Courts
#3 – Time to
Percentage of cases disposed Courtroom Operations
Disposition
within established
Special Court Ordered Services
timeframes.
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Problem Solving Courts
#4 – Age of
Age of active/pending cases,
Courtroom Operations
Active
measured from day of filing to Special Court Ordered Services
Pending Cases time of measurement.
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Problem Solving Courts
#5 – Trial Date Number of times that cases
Courtroom Operations
Certainty
disposed by trial had trial
Special Court Ordered Services
dates scheduled.
#6 – Reliability Percentage of files that can be Records
and Integrity
retrieved within specified
Court User Services
of Case Files
time, and accuracy and
completeness of contents.
#7 – Collection Percentage of payments
Court User Services
of Monetary
collected and distributed out
Accepting and Processing Filings and Fees
Penalties
of those with monetary
penalties ordered.
40
41

www.courtools.org.
www.courtools.org.
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#8 – Effective
Use of Jurors
#9 – Court
Employee
Satisfaction
#10 – Cost Per
Case

6.2

Number and percentage of
citizens selected for jury duty
out of amount available.
Court employee ratings on
quality of work environment
and relations with
management.
Average cost of processing a
single case, by case type.

Jury Functions
Courtroom Operations
Information Technology
Continuity of Operations
Facility
COOP
All Operations Management Elements

Other Measurement Tools and Strategies

A self-assessment tool is also available for courts to determine how effective their operations are.
The National Center for State Courts has provided CourtMD as a tool to rate and evaluate. 42 In this
tool, a court may choose a case type and then respond to specific operational issues.
Identification of:
Case Type(s)

Rating and Notation Regarding Use of:
 time standards
 caseflow management concepts
 goals for interim case events and times
 case status categories
 support from judicial officers and key leaders
 use of a culture that supports planning, change and improvement
 identification of performance measures on caseflow
 leader review and evaluation of statistics and reports
Resulting rating provides documents, information and materials for further study.
Other sources exist to demonstrate how court leaders measure and evaluate performance. Notable
ones include:
 The importance of knowing the tasks and work that is being conducted, the mandate underlying
the work and the resources needed. 43
 The overall importance of counting items to measure performance, and obtaining measures with
and without technology.44
Activity Seven – Measures and Operations Management. Reviewing the CourTools Measures and all
Operations Management elements, attendees, working individually, will list the top 2-3 measures
they consider the most critical to operations management and will be prepared to explain and
defend to the full class.

http://apps.ncsc.org/CourtMD/10
Cornell, Janet G., “One Court Looks at Itself in the Mirror: The “Bucket List” Project, - a Low Tech Self Inventory,”
The Court Manager, National Association for Court Management, Volume 27, Issue 4, Winter 2012-2013, and “Steps
to Reengineering: Fundamental Rethinking for High Performing Courts, Case Study #2,” National Association for
Court Management, Mini Guide, 2012-2013.
44 Cornell, Janet G., “Court Performance Measures: What You Count, Counts!” The Court Manager, National
Association for Court Management, Volume 29, Number 1, Spring 2014.
42
43
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Section 7 – Putting It All Together
Learning Objective
As a result of this section, participants will be able to:
8. Identify the impact and relevance of all other Core competencies in the Principle, Practice
and Vision modules.
9. Construct a personal action plan, to include a priority listing of Operations Management
elements for your court’s executive leadership team to address and/or research for
implementation or enhancement.

7.1

Organizational and Managerial Skills

Not all court leaders will perform all of the functions listed here, and there are undoubtedly
additional functions not listed that court leaders may be called upon to perform. Similarly, the range
of essential components of court operations and services court leaders will need to perform varies
significantly with the level, jurisdiction, culture, and organization of the court in which they serve,
and are likely change over time. As such, court leaders should develop competencies in more
organizational and managerial skills overall to support the other essential components of court
operations, with a particular focus on:










7.2

Identification of the courts’ functional requirements to perform and manage daily operations,
the personnel and other support required and the skills and resources necessary to ensure that
the functions are effectively conducted, managed and monitored.
Development and management of contracts, including the procurement and oversight of
services provided by outside entities and sole practitioners, (e.g., interpreters, mental health
service providers, etc.) as required, to perform these other essential components of a court’s
operation and mission.
Continual application of the requirements of statutes, court rules, policies and procedures to
court operational practices to guarantee all court functions and services are carried out
competently, and are consistent with constitutional, statutory and other requirements and
evidence-based standards of performance.
Support for the use and role of technology to support operations, allow efficiencies and provide
tools to court personnel and those who access courts.
Utilization of court performance measures to manage and gauge operational effort and success.
Recognition of and response to demographic and other trends that impact the need for court
services, including self-representation, language access and legal assistance.

Importance of Operational Management

These Operations Management elements (knowledge and skills) may exist and will likely be used
throughout the court, during: case initiation, preparation and filing; interim case processing and
handling; case adjudication and disposition; enforcement, post-adjudication and some appellate
oversight; and, essentially at any time or stage of case related functions under supervision and
authority of the court.
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SERVICES REQUIRED BY CONSTITUTION OR
FEDERAL REGULATIONS
Jury
Indigent Defense*
Foreign Language Access Services
Making the Verbatim Record

PROGRAMS AND SPECIAL SERVICES
Probation*
Special Court Ordered Services*
Alternative Dispute Resolution*
Problem Solving/
Specialty Dockets

Operations
Management
Competency
ACCESS AND DIRECT SERVICES
Court User Services*
Access for Persons with Disabilities
Courtroom Operations
Records
Filings, Fines, Fees, Collection, Exhibits*

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPPORT
Information Technology*
Continuity of Operations
Facilities Management*
Court Security*

All elements of the Operations Management competency support the other competencies, as
illustrated in the chart below.
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 PRINCIPLE
Public Trust and
Confidence

 PRINCIPLE
Purposes and
Responsibilities
Operations
Management
Competencies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 PRACTICE
Caseflow & Workflow
Public Relations
Educational Development
Workforce Management
Ethics
Budget & Fiscal
Management
Accountability and Court
Performance

 VISION
 Leadership
 Strategic Planning
 Court Governance

When the elements within the Operations Management competency are conducted and delivered
smoothly, efficiently, and in an exemplary manner, the following will result:
 Litigants will be better prepared,
 Litigants will better understand the process and what they can reasonably expect,
 Litigants may feel in greater control of the outcome of their case,
 The overall pace of litigation will be faster and more efficient,
 Costs of litigation – both direct and indirect – will be lower and more closely managed, and
 There will be greater public trust and confidence in the system.
If these elements of Operations Management are not delivered professionally and smoothly, then:
 Cases may be delayed or take longer,
 Proceedings may be continued,
 Litigation costs may be higher,
 Litigants and members of the public may be increasingly frustrated, and
 Public trust and confidence in the system may be lower.
Ultimately, skills in the areas noted below impact the knowledge and use of elements within the
Operations Management Competency:
- Leadership and role clarification
- Relationship management
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-

Influence
Communication
Knowledge and abilities
Relationships with other professionals and those on whom courts are reliant
External factors and influences
Coordination of activities not under direct authority or supervision of the court
Importance and use of contractual agreements and documents

Activity Eight – Linking Operations Management to Other Competencies. This activity is a
brainstorming activity which may serve to link the various elements of the Operations Management
competency to the full roster of competencies included in the Core. This exercise allows attendees to
view the competencies in both the narrow scope (operations management) and the wider scope of
all the Core modules. The chart below or a similar one may be used to provide structure to exercise
information.
As noted before, all elements of the Operations Management competency relate to the full array of
knowledge, skills, and abilities that comprise the Core Competencies. These Operations Management
skills both support them and are dependent upon them:

Principle

Operations
Management

•Public Trust and
Confidence
•Purposes and
Responsibilities

Practice

Vision

•Caseflow/Workflow
•Public Relations
•Educational Development
•Workforce Management
•Ethics
•Budget and Fiscal
Management
•Accountability and Court
Performance

•Leadership
•Strategic Planning
•Court Governance

Students of this competency are encouraged, even urged, to become familiar with the other
knowledge, skills, and abilities in all Core areas. Indeed, they are interrelated and interdependent.
Activity Nine – Review of Operations Management competencies for Action. Attendees will review the
elements, and create a priority action list to be used in one of the following circumstances: a)
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discussion with the court presiding judge to begin leadership actions on behalf of the court, b)
discussion with senior court leadership on providing briefing and training for staff on the element, or
c) identifying individual research and study for the attendee to become more conversant in the
element noted.
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Faculty Resources
Faculty Resources are intended to be used as references and illustrations of content, methodology,
and purpose for each topic. Faculty resources are annotated in the content outline in places where
their use may be most effective. Faculty for a course based on this curriculum design may have
supplemental resources that would be useful to court managers. These faculty resources are not
intended to be the only participant materials; they are intended to provide some materials that are
considered vital to the content.
The following may be informative and additional sources of information (not listed in any order) –
both for faculty and students.
Groups and Organizations



























National Association for Court Management – www.nacmnet.org
National Center for State Courts - www.ncsc.org and www.courtrools.org
International Association for Court Administration - http://www.iaca.ws/
United States Courts – www.uscourts.gov
American Bar Association – www.americanbar.org
Self Help Support - http://www.selfhelpsupport.org/
Self-Represented Litigants - http://www.srln.org/
Association of Family and Conciliation Courts - http://www.afccnet.org/
National Association of Drug Court Professionals - http://nadcp.org/
American Translators Association – www.atanet.org
National Association of Judiciary Interpreters and Translators – www.najit.org
Center on Court Access to Justice for All - http://www.ncsc.org/microsites/access-to-justice/home
US Department of Justice Civil Rights Division - http://www.justice.gov/crt
US Department of Justice – www.justice.gov
United States Department of Justice Civil Rights Division - www.ada.gov/
Limited English Proficiency Federal Interagency - www.lep.gov
American Probation and Parole Association - http://www.appa-net.org
National Institute of Corrections, Probation and Parole Executive Orientation - http://nicic.gov/
United States Probation - www.uscourts.gov/services-forms/probation-and-pretrial-services
Federal Emergency Management Agency - http://www.fema.gov/ and www.ready.gov
Center for Disease Control and Prevention - http://www.cdc.gov/
Court Information Technology Officers Consortium - http://www.citoc.org/
The SEARCH Group - http://www.search.org/
Government Technology - http://www.govtech.com/
Center for Jury Studies – www.ncsc-jurystudies.org
National Court Reporters Association – www.ncra.org

Other Information and Sources



Interpreter glossary
Interpreter code of conduct
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 NACM Code of Conduct
 NACM National Agenda
Links to Specific Documents
Courtroom Operations
NCSC - http://cdm16501.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/juries/id/0
Florida courts - http://www.flcourts.org/core/fileparse.php/259/urlt/manual.pdf
Jury Manager's Toolbox, A Primer on Fair Cross Section Jurisprudence, available at http://www.ncscjurystudies.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CJS/What%20We%20Do/A%20Primer%20on%20Fair%20Cross%2
0Section.ashx
Paula Hannaford-Agor, Saving Money for Everyone: the Current Economic Crisis is an Opportunity to
Get Serious about Juror Utilization, in FUTURE TRENDS IN STATE COURTS 2009, at p. 50, available at
http://ndcrc.org/sites/default/files/future_trends_2009.pdf
Information Technology
NACM Guide (2014) – A Guide to Technology Planning for Court Managers
Court Reporters and Recorders
NACM Guide 2007 Making the Verbatim Court Record
Resources: http://www.uscourts.gov/services-forms/federal-court-reporting-program
Court User Services






John Greacen articles - http://cdm16501.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/accessfair/id/106
Arizona Legal Advice/Legal Information
Court self-help web sites
Self-Represented Litigant network at http://www.srln.org/
Access to justice resources http://ncsc.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/accessfair/id/336
Interpreter Resources

Continuity of Operations
Remember re Resources – NACM Guides Summer 2000 – Disaster Recovery Planning for Courts and
2006 Business Continuity Management
Records
http://www.ncsc.org/Topics/Access-and-Fairness/Privacy-Public-Access-to-Court-Records/ResourceGuide.aspx
Indigent Defense Services
http://ojp.gov/newsroom/factsheets/ojpfs_indigentdefense.html
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/ls_sclai
d_def_tenprinciplesbooklet.authcheckdam.pdf
http://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/atj/legacy/2013/05/09/resource-publication-4-17-12-rev.pdf
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Alternative Dispute Resolution or ADR Services
Accepting/Processing/Managing Case Related Items
Problem Solving Courts and Specialty Dockets
 http://www.ncsc.org/Topics/Problem-Solving-Courts/Problem-Solving-Courts/ResourceGuide.aspx
 Problem Solving Justice Toolkit
http://cdm16501.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/spcts/id/147
 Problem Solving Courts, Models and Trends
http://cdm16501.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/spcts/id/169
Section One
Purposes of Courts
Operations Management Competency Elements
National Association for Court Management Core Modules and CourTools
Section Two
Jury Program Steps
Juror Yield Computation Worksheet
Typical Public Defender Contract Elements
Language Access Plan Elements
Sample Report: Lesser Use Languages with Interpreter Assigned
Modes of Verbatim Record Technology
Court Reporter Staffing Models
Section Three
Probation Services Overview
Linkages & Differences: Ordered, User, & Resolution Services
Examples of ADR Programs and Methods
Sample ADR Performance Metrics
Typical Drug Court Standards
Common Practices and Key Elements of Community Courts
Example of Drug Court Performance Measures
Sample Calendar with Specialty Dockets
Section Four
Sample User Services by Case Type
Sample Public Signage on What Court Employees Can and Cannot Do
Typical Courtroom Setting
Examples of Courtroom Protocol Information
Typical Policies and Procedures Related to Courtroom Operations
Example of Bench Book Contents
Records Illustration
Access to Judicial Records
Data Processing Diagram
Fees and Payments Knowledge & Skills for Court Managers
Sampling of Operational Areas
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Section Five
Benefits of Effective Use of Technology
Seven Facts Court Managers Should Know About Technology
Critical Preparedness and Basic Court Operations
Section Six
Operational Management Metrics
Operational Management Metrics for Specific Case Types
Section Seven
Illustration of Operational Management Elements in Relationship to Other Core
Competencies
Operations Management & Relationship to Other Core Competencies
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Section One
Purposes of Courts45

Do individual justice in individual cases
Be perceived to do individual justice in individual cases
Provide a forum for resolution of disputes
Protect the individual against arbitrary use of government power
Provide formal record of legal status
Deter criminal or unlawful behavior
Rehabilitate people convicted of crimes
Separate some convicted people from society

Operations Management Competency Elements

SERVICES REQUIRED BY CONSTITUTION OR
FEDERAL REGULATIONS
Jury
Indigent Defense*
Foreign Language Access Services
Making the Verbatim Record

PROGRAMS AND SPECIAL SERVICES
Probation*
Special Court Ordered Services*
Alternative Dispute Resolution*
Problem Solving/
Specialty Dockets

Operations
Management
Competency
ACCESS AND DIRECT SERVICES
Court User Services*
Access for Persons with Disabilities
Courtroom Operations
Records
Filings, Fines, Fees, Collection, Exhibits*

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPPORT
Information Technology*
Continuity of Operations
Facilities Management*
Court Security*

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saHb06PNadQ provided by American University and the Bureau of Justice
Assistance.
45
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOR COURT
MANAGEMENT



Recognizing
diverse
competencies



Strengthening the
profession



Promoting
competency



Supporting
education
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From: http://www.courtools.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CourTools/CourToolsOnline-Final.ashx
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Section Two
Jury Program Steps
The typical jury program processes include these high-level elements: 46









Preparing annual master lists and ensuring randomness in selection of jurors
Summoning, qualifying and notifying prospective jurors
Scheduling and selecting jurors for trials
Handling requests for extension, excusal and deferral
Managing automated jury management systems
Processing payments
Evaluating jury yield
Providing comfortable facilities for hosting jurors

The chart below illustrates the sequence of these jury functions.

1. Source list

6. Calendar and
schedule
coordination

7. Courtroom
operations

2. Qualification
and summons

5. Utilization ,
assignment &
panel size,
backup/standby
jurors

8. Monitoring
and control

3. Excusal,
exemption,
deferral,
postponement

4. Assembly and
orientation

9. Outcomes,
yield,
performance
measures

Adapted from http://www.flcourts.org/core/fileparse.php/259/urlt/manual.pdf and
http://cdm16501.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/juries/id/0.
46
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Juror Yield Computation Worksheet47

Typical Public Defender Contract Elements
Typical Elements of a Contract for Public Defender Services
 Court rules and policies on the appointment of indigent defense
 Listing of the types and nature of applicable cases or charges that qualify for quasi-indigent or
indigent defendants
 Attorney qualification, licensing and credentialing required
 Determination of indemnification and other liability insurances
 Criteria for attorney conflict of interest
 Agreement for automatic appointment or with review/consultation
 Definition of representation services and tasks
 Details about acceptable maximum caseload composition and size
 Fees and fee schedules
 Criteria for fee adjustments or requests for extraordinary circumstances
 Expectations of personal appearances
 Notation of special circumstances and expectations (e.g. evaluation of competency, language
needs)
 Delineation of who pays for costs, and at which point any are reimbursed by the court
 Conflicts of interest
 Rules for attorney withdrawal
 Expectations for attorney to keep and maintain case files, logs, records, documentation, time
sheets
 Expected reporting and statistics to be provided by the defense attorney
 Limitations on representation delegation or assignment to another attorney
 Attorney billing timelines and guidelines
For CourTools measure #8, see the CourTools web site at
http://www.courtools.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CourTools/courtools_Trial_measure8_Effective_Use_Of_Jurors.as
hx.
47
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 Contract administrator and contract point for questions or problems
 Circumstances when appointments may be cancelled or suspended
Language Access Plan Elements48
1. Existing Services and Ongoing Need for Language Assistance Services
2. Court Rules
3. Implementation of the Language Access Plan
4. Quality Control of Language Assistance Services
5. Assigning Interpreters
6. Translated Materials
7. Notice of Language Assistance Services
8. Outreach and Collaboration with LEP Communities and Stakeholders
9. Monitoring, Updating, and Enforcing Compliance
10. Language Access Plan Review
11. Assessing Resources

Sample Report: Lesser Use Languages with Interpreter Assigned49
Month and Year: xx/xx
Month/Day
Courtroom
Language
July 1
2
ASL
July 2
2
ASL
July 9
5
ASL
July 10
3
Somali
July 14
1
Somali
July 14
3
Hungarian
July 14
7
Arabic
July 15
2
Serbian
July 16
2
Farsi
July 28
7
Farsi
July 28
4&3
Somali
July 30
1
Somali
July 30
2
Farsi
July 30
7
Farsi

Time (Hours)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

See U.S., Department of Justice,
http://www.lep.gov/resources/courts/022814_Planning_Tool/February_2014_Language_Access_Planning_and_Tech
nical_Assistance_Tool_for_Courts_508_Version.pdf.
49 Adapted from actual Annual Court Interpreter statistics, Scottsdale City Court, Arizona.
48
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Modes of Verbatim Record Technology
Stenographic reporting
Realtime
CART (Computer aided real-time transcription)
Stenomask equipment
Digital recording
Video recording
Voice writing
Captioning
Audio recording

Court Reporter Staffing Models

Individual
judicial
staff

Centralized
or pool
employees

Electronic,
audio,
video
technology

Contract,
part time
or per
diem
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Section Three
Probation Services Overview

Compliance
Monitoring

Evaluation and
Assessment

Written Analysis
and Report

Service Referral

Program Oversight

Linkages & Differences: Ordered, User, & Resolution Services

Court Ordered Services

• Orders for Review, Evaluation, Assessment,
Treatment
• Court Direction to use Specialized Professionals

User Services

• Self Help Information and Instructions
• Blank or Sample Forms, Templates or Documents

Dispute Resolution
Services

• Referral to Specialists, Evaluators, and Providers
• Event Scheduling for Case Resolution Activities
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Examples of ADR Programs and Methods50






















Arbitration
Facilitation
Mediation
Mini-trial
Early neutral evaluation
Early resolution conference
Neutral fact finding
Multi-door program
Coaching
Conferencing

Negotiation
Ombuds Services
Settlement conferences
Special master
Pro tem judge
Private judge
Summary jury trial
Unbundled legal services
Parenting coordinator
Visitation conference

Sample ADR Performance Metrics
Type of Case
Number of Cases
Referral Method
Issues, Charges Litigated
ADR Method Used
Case outcome(s)
Time Duration To Conclusion
Litigant Satisfaction Survey
Program/Service Cost

50

http://www.americanbar.org/groups/dispute_resolution/resources/DisputeResolutionProcesses.html.
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Typical Drug Court Standards
1. Participation of a specified and target population
2. Focus on historically disadvantaged groups of individuals
3. Statement of clear roles and responsibilities of judges
4. Use of incentives, sanctions and therapeutic adjustments
5. Utilization of substance abuse treatment
Adapted from National Association of Drug Court Professionals, “Adult Court Best Practice
Standards,”http://www.nadcp.org/sites/default/files/nadcp/AdultDrugCourtBestPracticeStandards.pdf

Common Practices and Key Elements of Community Courts
 Community service and other alternative sanctions replace jail and fines
 Increased court time and resources devoted to minor misdemeanors
 Extensive inventory of information on defendants gathered through expanded intake
interviews and access to other criminal justice databases
 Extensive (often two to three years) planning process
 Community service work crews or improvement projects posted as the products of
community service
 Offender compliance with sentence conditions strictly monitored
 Non-compliance with sentence conditions strictly sanctioned
 Immediacy in start of community service and treatment programs
 One or more mechanisms that provide ongoing communication with the community, as
distinctly defined by each community court project
 Access to a comprehensive package of treatment and social services through a mix of
government and nonprofit agencies
 Dual commitment to changing the lives of individual offenders and the quality of life in
communities
 Treatment and services as a component of sanctions
From Problem Solving Courts: Models and Trends by Pamela M. Casey and David B. Rottman,
retrieved from http://ncsc.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/spcts/id/169 2003.
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Example of Drug Court Performance Measures
Based upon National Center for State Courts “Court Performance Framework”

From: Performance Measures of Drug Courts: The State of the Art, National Center for State Courts,
Statewide Technical Assistance Bulletin, July 2008,
http://cdm16501.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/spcts/id/171

Sample Calendar with Specialty Dockets
Courtroom

A

B

C

Time
9:00
10:00
11:00
1:30
2:30
3:30
9:00
10:00
11:00
1:30
2:30
3:30
9:00
10:00
11:00
1:30
2:30

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Arraignments

Arraignments

Thursday

Friday

Prob. Viol. (PV)
Mental Health
Court (MHC)

Special
Settings

Bond Forfeit.
Hearing (BFH)
Arraignments

Truancy

Veterans
Treatment Court

Arraignments

PV
BFH

Special
Settings

Arraignments
BFH
PV
Arraignments

3:30
Note: Calendar matrix has been adapted from a weekly judicial docket in an urban court.
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Section Four
Sample User Services by Case Type
Case Type
Civil, non-criminal traffic violations, small claims,
ordinance violations
Criminal, misdemeanor, criminal traffic

Protective orders or injunctions

Family Court, dissolution, custody, child support

Probate-estate-trust-guardian-conservator

Examples of User Services
Self-help, self-guided access
Forms and checklists
Forms
Indigency applications/forms
Victim services and domestic violence
requirements
Self-help, self-guided access
Forms and checklists
Victim information and services
Self-help, self-guided access
Forms and checklists
Domestic violence services
Child support or visitation guidelines
Self-help, self-guided access
Forms and checklists
Annual review and periodic account checklists
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Sample Public Signage on What Court Employees Can and Cannot Do
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Typical Courtroom Setting

Examples of Courtroom Protocol Information
10. Instructing courtroom attendees and participants on expected behaviors
11. Calling the court to order
12. Providing information to the judge
13. Asking questions or, or for clarification with, the judge
14. Handing protocols for documents given to or received from the judge
15. Detailing documents desired by the judge
16. Using technology in the courtroom, and who is responsible
17. Identifying allowable times for the clerk to leave the courtroom
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Typical Policies and Procedures Related to Courtroom Operations
Policies
Procedures
 Office Mission and Vision Statement
 Docket and Data Entry Information
 Code of Conduct/Code of Ethics
 Mail Procedure
 Professionalism and Dress Code
 Case Data Update
 Punctuality
 Forms Issuance
 Customer Service Philosophy
 Exhibits
 Caseflow Management
 Document Certification Steps
 Case and Record Confidentiality
 Sealing or Redacting Court Files
 Office Forms and Formats
 Cash Handling and Payment Receipting
 Access to Court/Clerk Records
 Financial Reconciliation
 Court Ordered Financial Sanctions
 Warrant Issuance, Validation, Returns
 Use of Equipment and Technology
Example of Bench Book Contents
 Deadlines and timelines
 Discovery
 Scheduling conferences
 Motions practices
 Pretrial conference
 Jury trial-selection, instruction, trial
procedure








Bench trial
Post-trial procedures
Technology
Case specific matters (criminal, civil,
family, traffic, etc.)
Courtroom protocol
Case managers and judicial assistants

Records Illustration

Case Files and
Documents

Financial and
Fiscal
Documents

Facility,
Security and
Technology
Human
Resource and
Personnel
Documents
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Access to Judicial Records51

Access to Judicial Records
Court records include any document, information, exhibit, or other item maintained
by a court in connection with a judicial proceeding, in a case management system
maintained by the court and related to a judicial proceeding, or related to official
court transactions. Examples of court records are: an index, calendar, docket,
document, paper, order, decree, judgment, or minute entry in a courtroom
proceeding.
The case records in all courts are open to any member of the public for inspection or
for copies at all times during regular hours at the office and custodian having
custody of the records.
Due to interests of confidentiality, privacy or the best interests, public access to
some court records may be restricted or expanded in accordance with the provision
of this rule, or other provisions of law.
Additional provisions:








Court records may/may not be accessible on line/remotely.
Review and redaction of restricted information will be done by staff.
Records production response will be done within ____ (time).
Production costs and fees are outlined in the records fee schedule.
Denial of records requests may occur based upon a judge’s order.
Records requests will be received and filled during regular work
hours.

Data Processing Diagram

Documents
and Records

Data

Received:
Electronic or Digital?

Received:
Hard Copy?

Money

Exhibits
and
Materials

Adapted from the Arizona Judicial Branch
https://govt.westlaw.com/azrules/Document/NFC83A66025C811E3A3DDB79419D1C223?viewType=FullText&origin
ationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default), the State of Connecticut
http://www.jud.ct.gov/faq/courtrec2.html#Access and the Washington State Courts
http://www.courts.wa.gov/newsinfo/index.cfm?fa=newsinfo.displayContent&theFile=content/accessToCourtRecords.
51
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Fees and Payments Knowledge & Skills for Court Managers
Rules and Regulations
Protocols and
Processes
Data and Information

Money, Fees, Charges

Performance Tracking

Retrieval and Access
Confidential and
Sensitive Information

Sampling of Operational Areas

Operational Areas
IT professionals
Contractual documents
and requirements? ►

Collection agents
Record keeping providers
Budget, fiscal monetary agents
Banking providers
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Section Five

Benefits of Effective Use of Technology52

Improved processes and
productivity

Improved knowledge
of organization

Timeliness

Increased-enhanced
communication

Integrity and accuracy

Increased and dynamic
access

Seven Facts Court Managers Should Know About Technology53
Seven Facts You Should Know…
Fact #1 – Implementing IT is difficult.
Fact #2 – Planning and installing IT is different than other projects.
Fact #3 – IT planning and implementation is not a one-time activity.
Fact #4 – IT must support the strategic business mission, goals and objectives.
Fact #5 – Successful projects require strong project management.
Fact #6 – All projects require a plan.
Fact #7 – Successful IT implementation can happen!

Information technology outcomes from NACM Core Competency, available at:
https://nacmnet.org/CCCG/cccg_toolboxes_it.htm
53 From US Department of Justice, approximately 2003,
http://www.cops.usdoj.gov/html/cd_rom/inaction1/pubs/techguide/SevenFactsYouShouldKnowBEFOREReadingThis
Guide.pdf.
52
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Critical Preparedness and Basic Court Operations

Communications and Information

Information Planning
Documents

Caseflow and Workflow Management
PeopleJudges, Staff,
Jurors,
Defendants

Records &
Documents

Disaster
Preparedness

Safety and Security

Customer and Litigant Access
Facility and
Physical Plant

Technology

Financial
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Section Six
Operational Management Metrics
The CourTools Measures54 and Relevance to Operations Management
CourTools
Summary of Measure
Applicability to Operations Management
Measure
Elements (some are direct/some are indirect)
#1 – Access
Court user ratings on the court
Court User Services
and Fairness
accessibility and treatment of
Courtroom Operations
customers (fairness, equality,
Records
respect)
Accepting and Processing Filings and Fees
Facility
Security
#2 – Clearance Number of outgoing cases as
Courtroom Operations
Rates
percentage of number of incoming. Special Court Ordered Services
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Problem Solving Courts
#3 – Time to
Percentage of cases disposed
Courtroom Operations
Disposition
within established timeframes.
Special Court Ordered Services
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Problem Solving Courts
#4 – Age of
Age of active/pending cases,
Courtroom Operations
Active
measured from day of filing to time Special Court Ordered Services
Pending Cases of measurement.
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Problem Solving Courts
#5 – Trial Date Number of times that cases
Courtroom Operations
Certainty
disposed by trial had trial dates
Special Court Ordered Services
scheduled.
#6 – Reliability Percentage of files that can be
Records
and Integrity
retrieved within specified time, and Court User Services
of Case Files
accuracy and completeness of
contents.
#7 – Collection Percentage of payments collected
Court User Services
of Monetary
and distributed out of those with
Accepting and Processing Filings and Fees
Penalties
monetary penalties ordered.
#8 – Effective
Number and percentage of citizens Jury Functions
Use of Jurors
selected for jury duty out of
Courtroom Operations
amount available.
#9 – Court
Court employee ratings on quality
Information Technology
Employee
of work environment and relations Continuity of Operations
Satisfaction
with management.
Facility
COOP
#10 – Cost Per Average cost of processing a single All Operations Management Elements
Case
case, by case type.
54

www.courtools.org.
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Operational Management Metrics for Specific Case Types55
Identification of:
Case Type(s)

Rating and Notation Regarding Use of:
 time standards
 caseflow management concepts
 goals for interim case events and times
 case status categories
 support from judicial officers and key leaders
 use of a culture that supports planning, change and improvement
 identification of performance measures on caseflow
 leader review and evaluation of statistics and reports

Resulting rating provides documents, information and materials for further study.

55

http://apps.ncsc.org/CourtMD/10
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Section Seven
Illustration of Operational Management Elements in Relationship to Other Core Competencies

 PRINCIPLE
Public Trust and
Confidence

 PRINCIPLE
Purposes and
Responsibilities
Operations
Management
Competencies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 PRACTICE
Caseflow & Workflow
Public Relations
Educational Development
Workforce Management
Ethics
Budget & Fiscal
Management
Accountability and Court
Performance

 VISION
 Leadership
 Strategic Planning
 Court Governance
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Operations Management & Relationship to Other Core Competencies

Principle

Operations
Management

•Public Trust and
Confidence
•Purposes and
Responsibilities

Practice

Vision
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•Caseflow/Workflow
•Public Relations
•Educational Development
•Workforce Management
•Ethics
•Budget and Fiscal
Management
•Accountability and Court
Performance

•Leadership
•Strategic Planning
•Court Governance
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Participant Activities
The participant activities are one of the most important parts of the curriculum design as they are
the tools faculty members are able to use to determine if participants have achieved the outcomes
defined in the learning objectives. Also, participant activities provide tools to faculty to ensure that
the training, course, or session is not only informative, but also interactive.
Participant activities are annotated in the content outline in places they may be effectively used.
Each activity has a cover page explaining its purpose, the specific learning objective being measured,
and how to use the activity. The activities themselves are on a separate page(s) for ease of
duplication.
The following activities are to measure achievement of stated learning objectives. Faculty are
encouraged to incorporate additional strategies to engage court managers and keep them active
during their educational experience, for example, asking questions about content before presenting
it, having learners discuss content and provide feedback to faculty on their perspectives, and more.
Activity One – Introductions and Sharing about Attendee Job Responsibilities.
Learning objective: Identify individual learning needs for the elements within the Operational
Management competency.
Activity Two – Discuss Policies, Procedures, and Challenges
Learning objective: Gain familiarity with the competencies within Operations Management
Activity Three – Due Process Related Elements
Learning objective: Describe the relationship of the Operations Management elements with regards to
constitutional and due process requirements for court litigants and users.
Activity Four – Create a Specialty Court
Learning Objective: Create and produce a program plan for a specialty court, to include program goals
and objectives, partners and collaborators needed, and measurable program outcomes.
Activity Five – Create a Policy for Self-Represented Litigants.
Learning objective: Identify expectations and needs of self-represented litigants (SRL) and draft an SRL
Policy for your court.
Activity Six – List Your “Top Five” Critical Operations
Learning objective: Evaluate the priority or critical court operations necessary should there be a
business interruption or emergency, and list the preliminary steps and actions needed for business
continuity.
Activity Seven – Measures and Operations Management
Learning objective: Assess which performance measures or metrics are needed to document and report
on the business outcomes of the Operations Management elements.
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Activity Eight – Linking Operations Management to Other Competencies
Learning objective: Evaluate Operations Management elements and identify how they relate to all other
Core Competencies in the Principle, Practice, and Vision modules.
Activity Nine – Review of Operations Management Competencies for Action
Learning objective: Construct a personal action plan, to include a priority listing of Operations
Management elements for your court’s executive leadership team to address and/or research for
implementation or enhancement.

Activity One: Introductions and Sharing about Attendee Job Responsibilities
Purpose:
The purpose of this activity is to allow individuals to introduce themselves and identify individual
learning needs.

Notes about Using the Activity
Attendees will work individually, and will prepare their answers to the questions in the activity.

Relevant Learning Objective
1.

Identify individual learning needs for the elements within the Operational Management
competency.
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Introductions and Sharing about Attendee Job Responsibilities
Answer the questions below and be prepared to share with the class.

Name: _____________________ Current Position: ________________________________
Court Name: _______________________________________________________________
Jurisdiction (type of court, type of cases): _________________________________________
How does your job relate to the Operations Management Competency Elements (see chart on the
next page)?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________

What would you like to learn from this course?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________

What questions do you have that you would like to have answered?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________
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SERVICES REQUIRED BY CONSTITUTION OR FEDERAL
REGULATIONS
Jury
Indigent Defense
Foreign Language Access Services
Making the Verbatim Record

PROGRAMS AND SPECIAL SERVICES
Probation
Special Court Ordered Services
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Problem Solving/
Specialty Dockets

Operations Management
Competency

ACCESS AND DIRECT SERVICES
Court User Services
Access for Persons with Disabilities
Courtroom Operations
Records
Filings, Fines, Fees, Collection, Exhibits

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPPORT
Information Technology
Continuity of Operations
Facilities Management
Court Security
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Activity Two: Discuss Policies, Procedures, and Challenges
Purpose
The purpose of this exercise is for attendees to explore differences in policies and procedures for
one element of operations management and identify the major challenges they face in this area.

Notes about Using the Activity
Attendees will work in small groups to complete the questions on the accompanying page. After the
small groups have completed the questions, debrief the class by seeking volunteers to share their
answers.

Relevant Learning Objective
2. Gain familiarity with the competencies within Operations Management.
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Discuss Policies, Procedures, and Challenges
In your small group, select one key element from the Operations Management competency and
discuss their courts’ current policies and practices and challenges and issues. Be prepared to explain
and share with the class.
Operations Management
Elements

Policies and/or Procedures –
Currently in Place or Needed

SERVICES REQUIRED BY
CONSTITUTION OR FEDERAL
REGULATIONS
 Jury
 Indigent Defense
 Foreign Language Access
Services
 Making the Verbatim Record
PROGRAMS AND SPECIAL
SERVICES
 Probation
 Special Court Ordered Services
 Alternative Dispute Resolution
 Problem Solving/
Specialty Dockets
ACCESS AND DIRECT SERVICES
 Court User Services
 Access for Persons with
Disabilities
 Courtroom Operations
 Records
 Filings, Fines, Fees, Collection,
Exhibits
INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPPORT
 Information Technology
 Continuity of Operations
 Facilities Management
 Court Security
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Activity Three: Due Process Related Elements
Purpose
This activity provides the opportunity for attendees to think about the relationship between the
elements of Operations Management and one of the required services of the constitution and due
process for purposes of the court.

Notes about Using the Activity
In small groups, particpants will review the Operations Management elements related to Due
Process (items that relate to Services Required by Constitution or Federal Regulations)
A. Jury
B. Indigent Defense
C. Foreign Language Services
D. Making the Verbatim Record

Relevant Learning Objective
3. Describe the relationship of the Operations Management elements with regards to
constitutional and due process requirements for court litigants and users.
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Due Process Related Elements
In your small group, discuss and record why the function or service is important in the operation of
courts. Discuss and share how each element, function directly relates to the Purposes of Courts. Be
prepared to report out to the full class.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

SERVICES REQUIRED BY CONSTITUTION OR
FEDERAL REGULATIONS
Jury
Indigent Defense*
Foreign Language Access Services
Making the Verbatim Record

PROGRAMS AND SPECIAL SERVICES
Probation*
Special Court Ordered Services*
Alternative Dispute Resolution*
Problem Solving/
Specialty Dockets

Operations
Management
Competency
ACCESS AND DIRECT SERVICES
Court User Services*
Access for Persons with Disabilities
Courtroom Operations
Records
Filings, Fines, Fees, Collection, Exhibits*

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPPORT
Information Technology*
Continuity of Operations
Facilities Management*
Court Security*

Purposes of Courts
Do individual justice in individual cases
Be perceived to do individual justice in individual cases
Provide a forum for resolution of disputes
Protect the individual against arbitrary use of government power
Provide formal record of legal status
Deter criminal or unlawful behavior
Rehabilitate people convicted of crimes
Separate some convicted people from society
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Activity Four: Create a Specialty Court
Purpose
The purpose of this activity is to inspire participants to think about programs, partnerships,
elements, outcomes, and reporting requirements for a specialty court that they create.
Notes about Using the Activity
Working in small groups, participants will begin the first planning stages of creating a specialty court.
You may have each small group report out on their specialty court materials and planning or seek
volunteers to share their specialty court plans.
Relevant Learning Objective
4. Create and produce a program plan for a specialty court, to include program goals and
objectives, partners and collaborators needed, and measurable program outcomes.
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Create a Specialty Court
A. Decide on the type of case(s) for the Specialty Court. Choose one case type based upon the
group interest or experience (example: Criminal)

B. Prepare the group ideas on the reason for the Specialty Court. What is the purpose of having the
Specialty Court? What is expected to be accomplished? What are the goals for operating this
Specialty Court?

C. List the stakeholders, partners, or collaborators that will be needed to help you implement or
operate your Specialty Court.

D. List or state the program features or elements. List at least 5 of them.

E. List the expected outcomes from the Specialty Court. What results will be expected?

F. Detail what performance data or measures will be used to evaluate program operations. Include
information on how it will be obtained and collected.

G. Brainstorm and list how the performance data will be used. Will it be published in a report? Will it
be posted electronically? How will it be shared with others (judicial officers, funding agency
(cies), the public).
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Activity Five: Create a Policy for Self-Represented Litigants
Purpose
This activity provides the opportunity for participants to think about and discuss policies and services
for pro se and self-represented litigants.

Notes about Using the Activity
Attendees will work in teams of 3-5 individuals, and will create (begin) a preliminary draft policy for
use regarding Self Represented Litigants. They will ‘fill in the blanks’ of the following template, which
can be used to work toward an actual policy for use in their courts. Groups will share their draft
information related to the Policy/Procedure for SRL.

Relevant Learning Objective
5. Identify expectations and needs of self-represented litigants (SRL) and draft an SRL Policy for
your court.
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Create a Policy for Self-Represented Litigants
Policy Regarding Self Represented Litigants (SRL)
Expectations, Services, and Needs of the Court’s Self Represented Litigants

Purpose(s) and Outcome(s) of This Policy for SRL

Specific Policies and/or Procedures Needed in Support of Service to SRL (list)

Representatives and Work Groups Responsible for the Creation and Maintenance of the SRL
Policy/Procedure
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Activity Six: List Your “Top Five” Critical Operations
Purpose
The purpose of this exercise is to have attendees consider what would happen in case of a business
interruption or emergency. Attendees will have to think about and prioritize necessary operations to
practice for preparedness.

Notes about Using the Activity
Working individually, participants will complete the questions. Approximately 10 minutes will be
allotted. After each participant has completed their list, each table with discuss their preliminary
information. All will then report out to the full class (based upon time available reports may be
individually or by table).
During the report-out, attendees will be asked:
A. Are these lists appropriate? (what do you think? Is anything missing?)
B. Are there other mission critical aspects to consider?
C. Attendees will be asked for any common themes that have emerged from this work.
D. Class participants will be invited to ask questions of the presenters.

Relevant Learning Objective
6. Evaluate the priority or critical court operations necessary should there be a business
interruption or emergency, and list the preliminary steps and actions needed for business
continuity.
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List Your “Top Five” Critical Operations
1.

List your ‘top five’ operations that you consider to be “Mission Critical”

2. List the partners or helpers needed to assist you/the court in preparing a continuity of operations
(COOP) plan for the court to deal with these critical functions.

3. Detail at least three (3) steps to begin the preparation of an actual COOP document or plan to
address the “Mission Critical” functions noted above.

4. Note your outstanding concerns and any items that need further research.
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Activity Seven: Measures and Operations Management
Purpose
The purpose of this activity is to consider which performance measures or metrics are necessary in
recording and evaluating the outcomes of the Operations Management elements.
Notes about Using the Activity
Participants will be asked to re-review both the 17 elements within the Operations Management competency,
and the CourTools measures and to respond to the questions.

Relevant Learning Objective
7. Assess which performance measures or metrics are needed to document and report on the
business outcomes of the Operations Management elements.
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Measures and Operations Management
1.

Which CourTools measures are critical and directly relate to the elements within Operations
Management? List what you consider to be the top 3 of importance.

2. Indicate other metrics or measures that may be needed to evaluate performance of the
Operations Management functions:

Operations Management Elements by Quadrant
SERVICES REQUIRED BY CONSTITUTION OR FEDERAL
REGULATIONS
Jury
Indigent Defense
Foreign Language Access Services
Making the Verbatim Record

PROGRAMS AND SPECIAL SERVICES
Probation
Special Court Ordered Services
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Problem Solving/
Specialty Dockets

Operations
Management
Competency
ACCESS AND DIRECT SERVICES
Court User Services
Access for Persons with Disabilities
Courtroom Operations
Records
Filings, Fines, Fees, Collection, Exhibits

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPPORT
Information Technology
Continuity of Operations
Facilities Management
Court Security
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Court Performance Measures – CourTools Measures56
Measure
1. Access and Fairness

Ratings of court users on the court’s accessibility and its treatment of customers in terms of
fairness, equality, and respect.

2. Clearance Rates

The number of outgoing cases as a percentage of the number of incoming cases.

3. Time to Disposition

The percentage of cases disposed or otherwise resolved within established time frames.

4. Age of Active Pending

The age of active pending before the court, measures as the number of days from filing
under the time of measurement.

5. Trial Date Certainty

The number of times cases disposed by trial are scheduled for trial.

6. Reliability and Integrity of

The percentage of files that can be retrieved within established time standards and that
meet established standards for completeness and accuracy of contents.

7. Collection of Monetary

Payments collected and distributed within established timelines, expressed as a percentage
of total monetary penalties ordered in specific cases.

8. Effective Use of Jurors

Juror Yield is the number of citizens selected for jury duty who are qualified and report to
serve, expressed as a percentage of the total number of prospective jurors available. Juror
Utilization is the rate at which prospective jurors are used at least once in trial or voir dire.

9. Court Employee

Ratings of court employees assessing the quality of the work environment and relations
between staff and the management.

10. Cost per Case

The average cost of processing a single case, by case type.

Survey

Caseload

Court Files
Penalties

Satisfaction

56

Definition

CourTools. (n.d). Retrieved May 24, 2015, from http://www.courtools.org/.
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Activity Eight: Linking Operations Management to Other Competencies
Purpose
The purpose of this activity is to allow participants to brainstorm and discuss how the elements of
Operations Management might link to the other Core competencies.

Notes about Using the Activity
Participants will review the list of the overall NACM Core Competencies, will reflect, individually, on
the relationship between those broad competencies and note the areas where Operations
Management competencies – and elements relate to the other competency areas.

Relevant Learning Objective

7. Identify the impact and relevance of all other Core competencies in the Principle, Practice
and Vision modules.

SERVICES REQUIRED BY CONSTITUTION OR
FEDERAL REGULATIONS
Jury
Indigent Defense
Foreign Language Access Services
Making the Verbatim Record

ACCESS AND DIRECT SERVICES
Court User Services
Access for Persons with Disabilities
Courtroom Operations
Records
Filings, Fines, Fees, Collection, Exhibits

Operations
Management
Competency

PROGRAMS AND SPECIAL SERVICES
Probation
Special Court Ordered Services
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Problem Solving/
Specialty Dockets

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPPORT
Information Technology
Continuity of Operations
Facilities Management
Court Security
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Linking Operations Management to Other Competencies
Note the relationship(s) and importance of the Operations Management elements and
competencies in the right column below.
Competencies

Operations Management Elements That
Impact or Relate to Each Competency

Principle
 Public trust and confidence
 Purposes and responsibilities

Practice
 Caseflow and workflow
 Public relations
 Educational development
 Workforce management
 Ethics
 Budget and fiscal management
 Accountability and court performance
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Vision
 Leadership
 Strategic planning
 Court governance
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Activity Nine: Review of Operations Management Competencies for Action
Purpose
The purpose of this activity is to create an individual action plan using and prioritizing elements of
Operations Management for their court.
Notes about Using the Activity
Working individually, participants will review all the elements in the Operations Management
competency, and will list their priority areas, and actions they will begin upon returning home.
Relevant Learning Objective
9. Construct a personal action plan, to include a priority listing of Operations Management
elements for your court’s executive leadership team to address and/or research for
implementation or enhancement.

SERVICES REQUIRED BY CONSTITUTION OR
FEDERAL REGULATIONS
Jury
Indigent Defense*
Foreign Language Access Services
Making the Verbatim Record

PROGRAMS AND SPECIAL SERVICES
Probation*
Special Court Ordered Services*
Alternative Dispute Resolution*
Problem Solving/
Specialty Dockets

Operations
Management
Competency
ACCESS AND DIRECT SERVICES
Court User Services*
Access for Persons with Disabilities
Courtroom Operations
Records
Filings, Fines, Fees, Collection, Exhibits*

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPPORT
Information Technology*
Continuity of Operations
Facilities Management*
Court Security*
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Review of Operations Management Competencies for Action
Priority elements for actions, or implementation, in my court:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________

Actions I will take or begin upon returning to my court:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________

For any elements not directly under Court control (items with asterisks), I will begin the following
actions:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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